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THE POWER OF THE IMAGINATION
( A . A I U K M by MRS. VAN MAKTEK «l 305 Madison Ave,

New

York. January 29th, 1912.)

N the oldest book extant, the Book of Job,
we read. "There is a spirit in man. and the
inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding."
What we want is understanding. If
we had all the understanding necessary,
nothing would be limited to us; there would
be nothing impossible to us, so let us join in holding this
thought, but let us apply it personally. There is no use in
just applying things generally. Let us say this over together three times aloud in this way: "There is a spirit in
me. and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth me understanding." We are to apply it to ourselves. After we
have held that, kindly repeat with me the Lord's prayer.
(Silence.)
Emerson says a glory is coming to mankind such as the
poets and prophets, in the highest flights of their imagination,
have never dreamed possible. He says the light is breaking through the chinks, and humanity is awakening to its
opportunities.
A light it breaking through the chinks. It is the light
that It showing us the way. If we have been stumbling in
the darkness, we are now learning to know the Truth. We
are learning to know that Shakespeare spoke a truth when
he said, "It is not in our stars, but in ourselves, O Horatio,
that we are underlings."
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We are learning to know that man it the absolute arbiter of his own destiny. Emerson says, "Things have been
in the saddle," but now we are learning to know that we
can put "things" down under our feet, and that there is a
spirit in man that can take the reins and the mastery, and
can rule over all things.
"O yes," you say, "O yes, I should get along very
well if it were not for my neighbor so and so, or William,
or John, or Mary, or this, or that, or the other condition,
I should do very well." I hear it daily.
Do you know that as long as you say that John, or
Mary, or the neighbor, or the husband, or the wife, or the
wind, or the weather, or the stars, or astrology, or karma,
is limiting you, you are not yet awake to your real self)
You are still living in the dream of sense consciousness.
When we awaken, we know that none of these things move
us; that none of these things have any power to influ
us. There is such a thing as awakening to the spiritual i
sciousness, and living in the spirit of power where we know
that //lings cannot touch us, but we are their lords and masters, and their kings.
This is the object of these little lessons—for these
little talks are only lessons. The object is to reach out a
helping hand, and to say to this one and the other one,
"Here there is a ray of light, and there is a way of touching the spiritual consciousness. There is a way of getting
into touch with the higher mind, where we know that
of these things move us."
Our talk today is on the Power of the
one of the very important faculties of our minds; a faculty
which has been, perhaps, rather despised. W e have often
heard people say this and that was only imagination—
John or Mary only imagined that Let us take a little more
careful look at what we may draw out of the imagination.
On the charts of the old Rosicrucians, you find the
pilgrim standing at the door after he has come up a lone
flight of steps, seventy steps, ten groups of seven. H e
has reached the top by the door of his aspiration and •
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nation, we are told. He stands between two pillars, love
and faith, but the door has not yet opened. He has walked
all this long and weary way, and has kept steadfastly in
view Ins aspiration, and has added the power of his imagination, but the door is still closed. And what is necessary,
what it the key that will open the door? The Will, the
WilL He must have not only the power of faith and
imagination and love on one side, and the power of the
divine life within, but the will to reach out and open the door
to the holy of holies.
All great movements have been the result of the imagination. Paracelsus tells us that man has two workshops,
one the visible and the other the invisible. The visible one
is the body; and the other, he says, is the imagination.
The imagination, then, is a workshop, out of which
yon can bring anything, provided you are in the right state
of consciousness, and do not throw in any destructive
thoughts. You have only to look into the lives of men
whom the world has called great, such as Alexander the
Great, or Napoleon who dreamed an empire and made it
come true by bis imagination. And all down the line of
history are men like D'Israeli, or Bismarck, who saw in
imagination empires they wanted to create, and they stood
steadfast until they came into outward manifestation.
W e are told that this cosmos in which we live is a
living cosmos; that all is alive. Also that the spirit of man
is a dynamo by which he can touch every part and particle
of Ins being and set it all into motion, according to his ideas.
Just as soon as you send out a powerful thought, everything about you begins moving, and if you are in the spiritual consciousness, everything in earth and air and heaven
is going to move your way, just as soon as you get your
mind steadfastly on the right picture.
You can do almost anything with your imagination.
For instance, if the imagination is fired by alcohol, you
can even see snakes. You have heard of the Irishman who
said to his friend, "Mike, do you really think that S t Patrick drove the snakes out of Ireland?" "Yes, indade."
y Google
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"And where do you dunk he drove them to?" "Into the
whisky, to be sure."
So it all depends on what it is that fires our imagination, what we see, and what we work out
In the January number of the little magazine called
Efficiency;, there is a detailed account of the power of die
imagination, as it was worked out by a friend of the writer.
He is a man of national reputation, and as a young man of
great promise and ability, started out in business and was
very, very successful. He was fortunate in every way.
Everything came his way. After a while, at the height of
his prosperity, he received a letter from a distant relative,
who said he had lost all his fortune and was Uving in a
penniless condition in a garret This young man began
thinking and picturing to himself the state of his friend in
the garret He saw the garret, the penniless condition, the
misery, and every now and then when he was doing something, he would say, "Supposing my affairs should go wrong,
and I should become penniless and have to live in a garret"
He was at the height of his prosperity, but somehow
from that time things did not go as smoothly as they had
before. They began turning in another direction, and
every now and then there were losses; and by and by he
found himself penniless in a garret Then he began to
think. He said, "Why, there must be laws. There must
be a law of cause and effect" and he began studying the
law, and began working with it himself. He began to see
that he, himself, had laid the road and opened the door for
his present condition, and he said, "Well, then, if I have
made these circumstances and conditions, I can unmake what
I have made." He saw that he could not expect to demonstrate success if he was dwelling mentally in a garret and
seeing himself penniless. So he began using his imagination
in a constructive way, and building for himself conditions of
success. Need I tell you that the road turned? O no, I
need not tell you that it all turned, and he rose again, and
is today a prosperous man.
You have to begin just where you are.

"But," yon
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say, "my conditions are so hard, and things are against me."
If conditions and things are against you, that is just where
your opportunity is. That is the door; there is where you
want to begin. You will have to begin just where you are,
but you do not have to stay where you are. You can see
before you a glory which you intend to reach, and you can
reach it. That is what St. Paul meant when he said we
were to keep our minds staid on Christ, on the invisible,
and that we are to press forward, not seeing the thir.gs which
are behind us, but keeping the glory in view until we have
reached it.
You all know the little story of Lincoln, when he was
a boy. A neighbor fanner asked him to cut his wood, and
he did it so well and piled it up so neatly that the farmer
said, "Next winter I shall want you to cut my wood again."
Lincoln replied, "Next winter I shall be doing better things."
O, let us take the thought that next winter we are
going to do better things. We are going to begin where we
are today, but we are going to set for ourselves such a high
goal that long before next winter we shall have done much
better things than we are doing today.
I bring up in these lessons instances because, as I have
said before, I found so many times when I had taken a
great deal of pains and made a study of my subject metaphysically, and given what I thought would be a philosophical address, that afterwards every one had forgotten
all but a little story. So in these lessons I am going to use
illustrations because I want you to remember all the points.
Emerson tells us that all the great movements in the
annals of the world's history were the triumphs of enthusiasm—enthusiasm; two Greek words, en, in; Theos, God—
in God. Well, there is your secret. Get yourself so consciously into the mind of God that you know that the dynamo is in you, and that nothing in the universe can resist you.
In God—let that be your enthusiasm. You must,
if you want to be sure of success; if you do not want your
kingdoms to crumble into ashes, as they have done of the
Ctesars and Napoleons and the others. If you want your
Digitized by V j O O Q l C
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kingdom to stand, get your picture from God, as Moses did.
Look up the history of Moses, and read that, when he said,
"Show me thy glory," the answer was. Go up early into the
mountain, but do not have any man or any cattle or anything on the mount beside you. Here are the exact words:
"Present thyself there to me in the top of the mount,
and no man shall come up with thee, neither let any man be
seen throughout the mount; neither let the flocks nor herds
feed before that mount"
You are to go when your minds are fresh and clean
and clear and pure. You are to drop out all of the little
things that have been troubling you; not to take mis, or that,
or the other thing, with you. You are to know that there
is such a thing as getting a picture from the Divine Mind,
getting from the Divine Mind an ideal much larger, much
greater, and much grander than anything you have thought
of.
Get still and know that there is a higher self; that
there is a Divine Mind; that there is a spirit that can give
you aspirations much greater and grander than you have
dreamed possible. "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God
hath prepared for them that love him." That same verse
occurs twice in the Bible, and in the other place it reads.
"for them that wait for him." For them that wait, that get
still; that know how to wait for him.
Then we read, "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace
whose imagination is staid on thee." That is the revised
version. The old version reads, "whose mind is staid on
thee." It means the same thing. Thou wilt keep him in
perfect peace and joy and success and prosperity, whose
mind—whose imagination—is staid on joy, on peace, on
success, on prosperity.
But the law works both ways, perfectly. Thou wilt
keep him in perfect turmoil whose mind is staid on turmoil,
accidents or misery. It works both ways perfectly, just as
it did with the young man who had his mind staid on losses
and fears and doubts. It worked out just as well as when
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he had it staid on success. The result was just as quick
and just as powerful and just as ready.
But we want our minds staid on the great things. Do
you remember that in the November number of UNITY
there was a most interesting little article something like this,
from an English Review: "The member of Parliament was
doing his ordinary treadmill duties in the usual way; but one
night, at a very late session of Parliament, he became weary
of the tedious proceedings, and walked out to take a breath
of air in the street . As he was walking there, he said to
himself, 'Am I doing my full duty? Am I really measuring up to the highest that is in me?' And he began to think,
and he began to pray, and he said, 'O God, break me, if
thou wilt; destroy me, even, if thou wilt, but save me from
self-complacency; save me from being satisfied with little
successes and with things.' "
W e want to be saved from being satisfied with the
humdrum, with the rut of everyday life. W e want to rise
to something greater, something more inclusive. Have you
been to Wallack's Theater and seen the play D'Israeli
which is being given there now? If you have, you have
noticed that the young lord says he wants to build cottages,
and over and over again he talks about building cottages;
and by and by the great statesman meets him, and he said,
"Why build cottages? Why not build empires?"
What we want is to build empires. We want to build
an empire of spiritual consciousness. W e want to be so
filled with the spirit of God that we draw down to us all
the fullness of the glory of God, and that we radiate it, even
as Moses did; and we shall build spiritual empires before
which all sin and all sorrow and all sickness and all death
shall flee away.
O, let us build empires. There are capacities in you
and in me that you have never dreamed of. Emerson tells
us that every man is a genius. Each one of you is a genius,
and when you come in touch with the spiritual consciousness,
you will find that there is a life and a power in you that nothing in the universe can resist
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PURPOSE
(An Address before the Unity Society, Kansas City, by
E. V.

INCRAHAM.)

|ESIRE is potent Man must first have a
desire within himself before he can ever
make any attainment. To this he must
add a purpose, and the deeper and firmer
this purpose the better foundation he has
for the making of his demonstration. But
either, or both of these, are of little
moment if he lacks the will to execute.
In this world of varied experiences and experiments,
we find almost as many phases of desire as there are human
beings. Almost the whole human family seems possessed
with a turbulent, seething desire for something it has not yet
attained. Men seek here and there, and their only recompense for their continued efforts to satisfy that desire, seems
to be more desire; until almost beside themselves, we find
them here and there rending in twain the thin veil which hat
shut them off from the source of real satisfaction. After a
series of disappointments and failures to find satisfaction,
they give up, and as they fall almost into utter darkness the
veil seems rent and the light floods in. Then it dawns upon
them that they have sought in the wrong direction, and that
their satisfaction lay not in the things of the world but in
the things of Spirit
In this state, with his accumulated habits of mind and
body, and with an immense activity and capacity for satisfaction, man finds it not always an easy task to break away
from his former methods of life, and establish himself within
the life which he now sights.
Desire has carried him to the very depths, and desire
is the energy that opens the way into that higher and better
life, which leads to eternal life. However, this desire which
will eventually lead him into his sphere of higher choice, must
be radically different from that form of desire which led him
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in his previous experiences. That desire which first pointed
out the way to his anticipated satisfaction was full of selfishness, greed, and things akin thereto, but that which now
fills his heart bears less of self and more of love. It is when
this Spirit of Love begins to grow and express within him that
sometimes great strife is stirred up, for these old habits of the
past have been entertained and catered to for so long that
they are loath to be thrust aside and let another take die
place that has so long been theirs.
So a weeding process goes on, each day presenting
something to overcome, some characteristic to right, some
phase of his life that must be altered.
But, at this point, something more than mere desire
must step in or he will not get very far up the path of attainment. When conditions are warring within himself, the old
appetites and desires striving to maintain, while Truth and
spiritual development are calling for expression, here
is the place for firm purpose to be brought in. You must
purpose to do that which is your desire, and by holding
steadfastly to that purpose, coupling with it a third faculty,
the will, you have a working trinity which will carry you to
the successful accomplishment of any task to which you may
set yourself.
-But merely having a purpose is not the only thing to
consider; the character of that purpose is all important,
whether it savor of self and selfishness, or whether it be
based on universal love and brotherhood.
Here is a man who purposes in his heart to obtain riches
and accumulate for himself great wealth. True, if his purpose is deeply planted in his consciousness, and he sets his
will to work therewith, he will obtain the object of his purpose, but in an accumulation of this sort what has he gotten,
and where is he? He thought that all the price he had to
pay for wealth was the labor in obtaining it, but now he is
willing to give all rather than pay the price.
In metaphysics we have come into the consciousness
that this physical, material world in all of its phases is not a
reality in itself, but an effect which came forth into what we
Digitized by V j O O S l C
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call physical, material expression, from an invisible cause.
Or, in other words, it came forth from that realm which we
cannot detect through the operation of any or all of our five
senses, into the scope or within die range of these five senses.
The point is this: When our friend has accomplished
the object of his purpose to a great, or even a small degree,
as the case may be, he will sooner or later, wake up and
find himself in very much the same situation as an insane
man, of whom I heard recently. This particular insane man
never had a word to say. He spent his days in soltitude
and seeming meditation and waiting. As the day passed he
seemed to become interested in the situation and kept a close
watch on the setting sun in particular. When the sun went
down he would take the attitude of one preparing for active
work. He would clear all of his furniture into one corner
of the room, and the remaining few hours that the artificial
lights cheated night of full sway in this institution, were spent
in exceeding restlessness. As soon as all was dark, however,
he would begin reaching out into the air with his hands in
very much the same manner in which a boy would make
snowballs, and seemingly form, or try to form the darkness
into balls. This he seemed to accomplish so far as he was
concerned, for as fast as they were completed he would carry them to the clear side of the room and deposit diem.
They appeared to be real substance to him, for he would
follow a regular order and would never put two of the balls
of darkness in the same place. After this fashion he would
spend most of his night, and finally, when he seemingly had
no more room to work, having filled the vacant space in his
room as high up as he could reach, he would crawl into his
bed to sleep, only to waken late in the morning to find that
the light of day had robbed him of his treasure. Disappointment then marked every line of his face.
He did just exactly what the majority who seek wealth
are doing. He mistook the unreal for die real, and in the
presence of the real he comprehended it not, and impatiently
waited for the unreal to present itself. Those who seek
wealth alone, will usually wake up in exactly the same manDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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ner as did this insane man, to find that the light of Truth has
robbed them of their treasure. If they accumulate in the
darkness of human conception, discerning not the ever-present reality of the light of Truth, they will sooner or later
awake to the consciousness that they have accumulated
nothing. They have builded with balls of darkness, and idly
waited while light came pouring through the open window.
True, we may bring things to pass in our lives to satisfy.
our own personal and selfish desires. We may take another's
time, which is valuable to him, to satisfy our own inquisitnreness and greed; we may draw to ourselves that which belongs to another, but are we prepared to pay the price? Are
we ready to render just compensation for what we take?
No matter how long you may be in making a certain
demonstration, stick firmly to your one purpose, and do not
let things that seem shortcuts lure you from your principle, for
sooner or later the demonstration must come if you prove
faithful to the law, and when it does come, it is yours for all
time. Nothing can take it from you.
It is all important that your desire and purpose be pure,
true and unselfish, if it is spiritual development to which you
aspire. And it is only this that is permanent and enduring.
With the desire for the highest and best, purpose within your heart to sacrifice self and selfishness, and for the sake
of fulfilling your own part in raising the standard of all humanity, bring forth the true Spirit within yourself. As Emerson says, "The soul of the pure runs down from them into
others, as water runs down from a higher into a lower vessel"
The following story was brought to my attention tne
other day while studying upon this subject, and I think it a
fitting one to relate here, at least in part:
This story is given in Cottrell't magazine for December, and the character of the story is David Hazelton.
Like millions of others, he was bom with a handicap. He
was colored. But unlike millions of others, he overcame
his handicap and enjoyed the association, respect, confiDigitized by V j O O Q l C
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deuce, and friendship of some of the foremost men of his
time.
David's work of the world was not much, but he made
much of it—by doing it well. He was just a railroad porter, but by becoming the bat porter his work became the
vehicle for all that he attained. During his career he became not only famed as a porter, but as a cook in the preparation of Maryland dainties. Old Commodore Vanderbilt once passed the compliment that David had prepared
and served him the best dinner of his life. He has served
on his car all the presidents of the United States for almost
two generations, including Grant and Roosevelt He has
traveled on the American continent wherever a locomotive
whistle was ever sounded, and perhaps more miles than any
American.
The article gives a number of other interesting facts
concerning the accomplishments of this man, but the life
of David and the esteem in which he was held proves that
we can walk high in any walk of life if we will but express
a greater portion of our possibilities. His life is of far
more value in example than a career more complex, for it
serves as a small, perfect working model, to be seen on all
sides at a glance and in all its operations, the principles of
which will apply to any career.
The man who carries his point does so because of the
purpose within his heart to bring about the object of his
desire, but the great reward comes to him who keeps his
desire free from selfishness and personality, and makes his
labor one of love and service.
When a man fixes his mind actively upon any certain
thing or condition, or purposes deeply within himself to bring
it about, that thing or condition will eventually come to
pass, provided of course he is steadfast in that purpose.
The holding of the one certain idea in his consciousness
forms a nucleus around which more and more ideas of like
nature form until he accumulates a great realm of these
relative ideas, and with each increased idea there is an increase of power, until eventually he has the substance which
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brings into reality the object of his purpose. Just the same
process is involved as in the case of a man building up a
strong muscle. By constant use this muscle grows and
grows until he has a powerful arm, and with that arm he
can produce results.
W e , in our thinking, are constantly accumulating some
sort of substance, either constructive or destructive to our
own growth and development A mind which is allowed
to dwell upon negative and adverse things, attracts that
sort of things into manifestation in consciousness and they
work themselves out in the body and affairs. When a man
finds himself burdened with an accumulation of this sort,
he sometimes has to make some very strenuous efforts to
right himself. This being the case, it behooves us to have
a definite purpose in life and to continually create substance of a constructive nature. It must be done at some
time, and the sooner we free ourselves from the old ways,
and go to building with that sort of realization which we
truly desire, the better it will be for us.
"As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he," was said
a good many years ago, but there has never been a greater
truth spoken. Our thoughts and feelings build conditions
in us. They are the partem after which our lives are built,
and it behooves us to keep the working pattern of our structure up to the highest possible standard at all times.
Perhaps you have had the experience of formulating a
purpose in your mind, and keeping that purpose before you
in consciousness, but all the time underneath there seemed
to be a current running at opposite*. This should be
avoided, and is caused by your purpose not being deep
enough. This is a house divided against itself and it will
surely fall. If mis condition exists, carefully consider the
matter from the very highest viewpoint possible, and if you
find your purpose not conducive to your highest good, drop
it and seek a higher purpose. On the other hand, if you
find that it is for your best development, make your purpose
deeper, resolve more firmly that you Vfill do this one thing.
Impress it upon every cell of your body. Purpose it in
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your heart, and with all the will power you can summon,
carry the thing to a successful completion.
Do not fail to link your will with the great Universal
Will, for your greatest power lies therein. This was the
source of Jesus Christ's power, and he expressed this realization in the words, "It is not I, but die Father within me. He
doeth the works," and, "I and the Father are one."
As Emerson again says, "In the Will work and acquire, and thou hast chained the wheel of chance, and
shalt always drag her after thee. A political victory, a rise
of rents, the recovery of your sick, or the return of your absent friend, or some other quite external event raises your
spirits and you think good days are preparing for you. Do
not believe it It can never be so. Nothing can bring you
peace but yourself. Nothing can bring you peace but the
triumph of principles."
SPIRIT A N D

LIFE

JOHN L. CHESNUTT
H E words that I speak unto you, they are
Spirit, and they are Life."
"God hath spoken by die mouth of
his holy prophets," who "spoke as they
were moved by the Holy Spirit"
"Man shall not live by bread alone,
but by every word that proceedeth out of
the mouth of God."
The above texts give, in a few words, the great secret
of Life: Life and Substance are in the Word of God; the
Word of God is revealed by inspiration and is spoken byholy men—prophets, apostles, and Jesus Christ—as they
are moved by the Holy Spirit; man is to live by assimilating
the Spirit and Life in that word, whether received directly
by inspiration or indirectly by the mouth of prophet, apostle,
or Jesus Christ
The "words" referred to by Jesus Christ were not
merely vibrant air; they were also living Spirit—Substance
Digitized
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vibrant with Life. When Jesus, standing by the grave of
Lazarus, said, "Lazarus, come forth," those who stood by
beard the sound of his natural voice, but there was another,
inner voice which even the dead must hear and obey; it was
a spiritual voice—Substance vibrant with Life—Spirit and
Life—and h is this spiritual v>ord which quickens and fills
the natural word with Life and power (John 5:25-29).
That is the Voice which created worlds; that is the
Voice which said, "Let there be light," and there was light;
that is the Word which the crippled, the blind, the lunatic,
die deaf, and even the dead heard, and responded imianlly
in joyous wholeness.
But only the Spirit-filled can speak that word in fullness of power; we voice our mortal thought upon a breath
of air, but only by the inspiration of the Almighty may we
speak the Word of God. When the "I" is in conscious
unity with the Holy Spirit it can hear the Word of God,
and speak that which it hears (John 3:31-34), as Jesus and
his apostles and the prophets have done; and even the deaf
and die dead shall hear and respond to that word in perfect
wholeness. If we of this age desire to manifest that fullness of power exercised by Jesus Christ and his apostles,
we must be filled to the same fullness with that power-endowing Spirit (Acts 1:5-8); no man can put into his word
more Spirit and Life or power than he is endued with.
The healer may profit by the example of Jesus Christ,
who cured instantly where his disciples failed utterly, owing
to their lack of faith; he had faith adequate to supply the
deficiency of the one who sincerely prayed, "Lord, I believe;
help thou mine unbelief;" and an immediate and complete
cure followed (Matt 17:14-20; Mark 9 : 2 4 ) .
Evidently, failure to restore to immediate healthful
wholeness may often be due to insufficient faith on the part
of the healer, rather than on the part of the patient; and
faith is the gift of the indwelling Spirit (I Cor. 12:9).
Jesus Christ said, "He that believeth on me, the works
that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall
he do; because I go unto the Father" (John 14:12). Note
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the word "because"; the Holy Spirit was not yet "given"
in fullness, and was not "poured out" until Jesus was resurrected and ascended (John 7:39; 16:7; Acts 2:4. 17).
All good, all "gifts," are in the Spirit, so that he who
receives the Spirit receives in it all good, and the good may
become manifest according to divine wisdom.
The one "greater" work which Jesus did not perform
during his ministry (John 7:39; 16:7), but which his disciples performed after Pentecost, was the impartation of the
Holy Spirit, to those who were ready to receive it. through
prayer and the laying on of hands (Acts 8:17, 18; 1 9 : 6 ) .
This gift includes all gifts; this work makes possible all
works.
Another time Jesus said, "The Spirit of Truth . . .
dwelleth with you, and shall be in you" (John 1 4 : 1 7 ) .
The words "with" and "in" indicate a difference in degree
of "fullness," or of unity between the Spirit of Truth and
the individual. He who assimilates the word of Spirit and
Life dwelleth in Christ and Christ in him, which is that degree of unity prayed for by Jesus (John 6:56; 1 7 : 2 1 ) .
This is the fullness and the unity which bears perfect and
abundant fruit
"Let no man deceive you with empty words"—words
devoid of Spirit and Life (Eph. 5 : 6 ) .
It is the Spirit that quickens—that imparts life, wisdom, love and power; and that Spirit is in the Word of
God. W e believe info the Word—-that is faith; the Word,
Spirit and Life, filh us—that is Love; the "love of God
shed abroad in our heart by the Holy Spirit which is given
us"; and this dual operation is unity.
Let us put off the old man and put on the new man,
becoming a new creature, filled with the Spirit, "partaking
of the divine nature" (II Peter 1:4), and then shall we
receive the power and wisdom and healthful wholeness
promised.
"Great souls are always simple; simplicity is a first
step to greatness."
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WLELESSONl

BT CHARLES FILLMORE
LESSON 12, M A R C H 2 4

FEASTING AND FASTING.—Mark 2:13-22.
13. And he went forth again by the tea ride; and all the multitack retorted onto him. and he taught them.
14. And at he pasted by, he aaw Levi the m of Alphanis lilting
at the place of loll, and he smith unto him. Follow me. And he arose
and followed him.
15. And it came to pas*, that he was rilling at meat in hit house,
and many publican* and rinnen sat down with Jesus and his disciple*:
for there were many, and they followed him.
16. And the scribes of the Pharisee*, when they saw that be was
eating with the sinner* and publican*, said unto his disciple*. How i*
k thai he eateth and drinketh with publican* and sinners?
17. And when Jesus heard it, he saith unto them. They that are
whole have no need of a physician, but ihey thai are rick: I came not
to call the righteous, but sinners.
18. And John's disciples and the Pharisees were fasting: and
they come and say unto him,-Why do John's disciples and the disciple* of the Pharisee* fast, but thy disciples fast not?
19. And Jesus said unto them. Can the sons of the bridechamber
fast, while the bridegroom is with them? as long as they have the
bridegroom with them they cannot fast.
20. But the days will come, when the bridegroom shall be taken
away from diem, and then will they fast in that day.
21. No man sewelh a piece of undressed cloth on an old garment: else that which should fill it up taketh from it, the new from
the old, and a worse rent is made.
22. And no man pattern new wine into old wine-skins; else the
wine will burst the skins, and the wine perisheth, and the skins: but
they put new wine into fresh wine-skins.
GOLDEN T E X T — " / came not to call the righteous,
but sinners."—Mark 2:17.
In the regeneration, man controls, directs, teaches, and
disciplines the faculties of his mind. To do this, he must
withdraw in a measure at least from money getting, and
those other material occupations that have absorbed his time
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and attention. The disciples of Jesus "left all and followed him." Peter was afraid they had made a mistake,
and he received this assurance from Jesus, "Verily I say
unto you. There is no man that hath left house, or brethren,
or sisters, or fathers, or mothers, or children, or lands, for my
sake, and for the gospel's sake, but he shall receive an hundredfold now in this time, houses, and brethren, and sisters,
and mothers, and children, and lands." This is one of the
promises that is always fulfilled where there is a wholehearted surrender of the old life and a full absorption into
the new, in mind and purpose. No one ever hears expressions of disappointment or regret on the part of a devoted
Christian worker, over anything that he has forsaken in the
old life. On the contrary, there is rejoicing as each mortal
link is severed, because the new relation in Christ is deeper
and stronger than the human relation, and love is increased
and real possessions multiplied.
When this school of man and his mind begins there is
a medley of thoughts to deal with. Jesus sits eating with
his disciples, publicans, and sinners. This represents the
state of mind which man finds within himself when he takes
up the reform necessary to the Christian life. It is not b y
standing aloof from our errors that we overcome them, but
by uncovering the secret sins and correcting them. Your
good points of character will take care of themselves—all
you need to do is to reform the bad.
Taken in its literal or symbolical character all the
teachings of Jesus point to increase. His promises of good
to those who follow him in the regeneration are so magnificent that men have construed them amiss. They have said
that these promises will be fulfilled in heaven—that they
are figures pertaining to the soul, etc But Jesus emphasized that these things were to be fulfilled "now in this time."
Feasting is symbolical of abundance, and represents
in the individual a condition in which the man is appropriating. Jesus is the bridegroom, who is providing generously
for his friends. This represents that period in our spiritual
growth when we realize the inexhaustible abundance of the
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Christ Mind. Make your highest statements of Truth when
you see in spiritual perception your birthright The old
man of the flesh is not overcome in a day, and he will now
and then assert his presence so forcibly that die bridegroom
will seem to have been taken away. These are the "days"
that will come, referred to in verse 20. But the overcoming
power of Jesus Christ never leaves those who have faith in
him. "Lo, I am with you alway."
LESSON 13, M A R C H 31

REVIEW
GOLDEN T E X T — " T h e people which sat in darkness
saw great light, and to them which sal in the region and
shadow of death, light is sprung up."—Matt 4:16.
The metaphysician should break the prevalent mental
habit of retrospection and cease the mortal habit of reviewing the past This should be carried into every department
of thought The "good old days" are all right for those
who liked that sort of thing, but for those who have caught
sight of the glorious now there is no sighing for the past nor
regret over dead issues. The present is vital with living
energies, and has in its keeping undreamed of possibilities
for those who will grasp them and throw all the force of
their minds into the declaration of their now present capacities to achieve all the desires of their hearts. He who has
learned the dynamic power of his superconscious mind never
wastes any time in grieving over wasted opportunities, nor
does he ever lose a single volt of energy in thinking about
past pleasures.
It may be that the past has its lesson for the future
act, but this holds good for those only who square their
lives by experience. The spiritually minded one drops all
mat binds him to tradition and precedent; they are of the
earth while his life is henceforth to be cast in spiritual ways.
It is safe to lay down a rule that you will not talk
about the past You are Spirit, and you never had a past
You are / Am and both the past and the future are con-
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centrated in your note. You were never born; you will
never die. You had no beginning; you will have no ending.
These statements are absolutely true of the Spirit, whose
"image and likeness" you are. Then why not "walk after
the Spirit?"
If you talk about your physical birth, your age, y o w
childhood and youth, you are gluing yourself to those conditions and will be bound to them until you rise up and deny
them. Let go absolutely of all past recollections. Cast
them as completely out of your mind as you did the water
from the bowl in which you took your morning bath.
Whether they have been good or ill, it matters not The
consciousness must be cleansed of all its memories before the
"mind of Christ" can find a resting place in k.
Many people have trouble in concentrating their attention, and ask why. The cause can usually be found in
this realm of mind overburdened with useless memories.
Thoughts occupy space, are alive, and have a certain
amount of intelligence. If you have not denied away the
remembrances of the past all of its thoughts are waiting recognition in your subjective consciousness, and when you go
into the silence they come up by companies and by regiments
and "speak their little piece." Cast them away and fill all
the haunting memories with this mighty affirmation:
"Before Abraham was / Am."

LESSON 1, A P R I L 7

THE RISEN LORD.—John 20:1-18.
(Easter Lesson.)
1. Now on the first day of the week cometti Mary Magdalene
early, while it was yet dark, unto the tomb, and seeth die stoac taken
away from the tomb.
2. She runneth therefore, and cometh to Simon Peter, and to
the other disciple whom Jesus loved, and sailh onto them. They hare
taken away the Lord out of the tomb, and we know not where they
have laid him.
3. Peter therefore went forth, and the other disciple, and they
went toward the tomb.
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4. And they ran both together: and the other disciple outran
Peter, and came firat to the tomb;
5. And stooping and looking in, he teeth the linen cloth* lying;
yet entered he not in.
6. Simon Peter therefore alto comelh, following him, and entered into the tomb; and he beholdeth the linen cloth* lying,
7. And the napkin, that w u upon hi* head, not lying with the
linen cloth*, but rolled up in a place by itself.
8. Then entered in therefore the other duciple alto, who came
ant to the tomb, and he taw, and believed.
9. For u yet they knew not the scripture, that he mutt rite again
from die dead.
10. So the disciple* went away again unto their own home.
11. But Mary w u (landing without at the tomb weeping: to,
at the wept, the ttooped and looked into the tomb;
12. And the beholdeth two angelt in white tilting, one at the
head, and one at the feet, where the body of Jesus had lain.
13. And they say unto her. Woman, why weepest thou? She
taith unto them. Because they have taken away my Lord, and I know
not where they have laid him.
14. 'When (he had thus said, the turned herself back, and beholdeth Jesus standing, and knew not lhat it wat Jesus.
15. Jesus sailh unto her. Woman, why weepest thou? whom
seeketl thou? She, supposing him to be the gardener, sailh unto him.
Sir, if thou hast borne him hence, lell me where thou hart laid him.
and I will take him away.
16. Jesus taith unto her, Mary. She turneth herself, and taith
unto him in Hebrew, Rabboni; which is to say. Teacher.
17. Jesus smith unto her. Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended unto the Father: but go unto my brethren, and say to them.
I ascend unto my Father and your Father, and my God and your
God.
18. Mary Magdalene comelh and telleth the disciples, I have
teen the Lord; and thai he had said these things unto her.
GOLDEN TEXT—"This Jesus hath Cod raised up,
whereof n>e all are mtnesses."—Acts 2:32.
On the resurrection morning the friends and followers
of Jesus seem to have forgotten the promise that he would
rise from the dead, and they were looking for his body in
the tomb. This means that when the belief in death has
overshadowed us it darkens the understanding, and we must
get from under it before we can be conscious of the presence
of awakened life. Mary was searching for her Lord and
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Master in the tomb, while all the time he was at her side.
John and Peter, failing to find him where they expected him
to be, "went away again unto their own homes."
These all represent phases of consciousness in the mind
that has gone through the crucifixion and burial of some
mortal idea. When a great ambition fails there is relaxation
throughout the system, and without the Christ to lift us up,
we are dead indeed. Everything seems dark and all our
hopes crushed. It is then that we should "turn back" to
the living thought of the Jesus (/ Am) standing near by,
which says to the soul, "Woman, why weepest thou? whom
seekest thou?" Grief and the search for the lost one in
some external place is then quickly done away with. T h e
ascending thought of the / Am is the saving idea, "I ascend
unto my Father, and your Father, and my God and your
God."
The resurrection of Jesus takes place in us every time
we thus rise to the realization of the perpetual indwelling
life, connecting us with the Father. The grave-clothes of
mortal sense, which are thoughts of man's limitation and the
necessitous obedience to material laws, are left in the tomb
of matter. Jesus said, "I have overcome the world." Thi*
means not only man-made laws, but the broken law of nature, whose penalty is corruption of body.
The / Am is a law-maker, but in order to rise into the
realm of pure ideas it must not be attached to (touched)
by the dinging affections of the soul (Mary). The two
angels, "one at the head and the other at the foot, where
the body of Jesus had Iain," represent the pure, undented
ideas of man's spiritual body always present in Divine Mind.
The human sense of body has been taken away, but die
spiritual consciousness always abides. These two bright and
shining thoughts said to the weeping Mary, "Why seek ye
the living among the dead? He is not here, but risen."—
Luke 24:6.
The most effective consolation we can get and give to
others under grief, is to deny the human belief in death and
separation. This dissipates the flood of sorrow-thoughts
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that submerge the souk of those who mourn. Jesus did not
want the sorrowing Mary (thought) to touch him, because
it would pull him down into the darkness and ignorance of
mortality. The spiritual mind does not grieve over anything,
nor look to matter and the limitations of the flesh for life
eternal.
Always keep to your highest thought and deny every
suggestion of sorrow or loss. To dress in mourning, and use
black-bordered stationery, "out of respect for the dead," b
a remnant of savagery. The children of darkness wear
sack-doth and sit in ashes, but the Children of Light rejoice,
look up!—ascend in every thought to the Father of Life
and Light, and are thereby set free from the burden of
grief and belief in separation.
LESSON 2, A P R I L 14

THE USE OF THE SABBATH.—Mark 2:23-3:6.
23. Aad it came to pass, that he was going oa the sabbath day
through the gramficlds; aad his duciple* began, at they weal, to pluck
24. And the Pharisees said onto him. Behold, why do they oa
the sabbath day that which u not lawful?
25. And he said onto diem. Did ye never read what David did,
when he had need, aad was hungry, he, aad they that were with him?
26. How he entered into the house of Cod when Abiathar was
high priest, and ale the showbread, which il is not lawful to eat save
for the priests, and gave alto to them that were with him?
27. And he said onto them. The sabbath was saade for maa,
and not maa for the sabbath:
28. So that the Son of man is lord even of the sabbath.
1. And he entered again into the synagogue; and there was a
snaa there who had hit hand withered.
2. And they watched him, whether he would beal him oa the
sathash day; mat they might accuse him.
3. And he with unto the man that bad hit hand withered. Stand
I Of tta.

4. And he saith unto them, It it lawful on the sabbath day to
do good, or to do harm? to save a life, or to kill? Bui they held
5. And when he had looked round about oa them with anger,
« grieved at the hardening of their heart, he taith unto the man.
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Stretch forth thy hand. And he ttrelched it forth; and hit hand
was restored.
6. And the Pharisees went out, and straightway with the Herodiant took counsel against him, how they might destroy him.
GOLDEN T E X T — " T h e sabbath vas made for man,

and not man for the sabbath."—Mark 2:27.
The observance of every seventh day as a day of rest,
or Sabbath, has its source deep in the constitution of things.
Among nearly all peoples similar rest-days have been instituted, and history proves that Moses was not the originator
of the system. The observance of a weekly rest-day is now
very widely held to prove a natural basis in the needs of
man. The persistency with which such an institution has
been maintained for many ages among Jews, Christians,
Mohammedans, and some of the so-called pagan nations,
amply supports this view. It has been found by experience
that one day in seven is the right proportion. During the
French Revolution, when the decade was substituted for
the week, and each tenth day devoted to rest, it was found
insufficient. Moses borrowed the usage from the Babylonian civilization, as recently discovered cuneiform tablets
record the observance of a seventh day of holy rest
"And on the seventh day God finished his work which
he had made; and he rested on the seventh day from all
his work which he had made. And God blessed the seventh
day and hallowed i t " This quotation from Genesis presents in concise words a law that pervades the universe.
The rock-ribbed earth beneath our feet bears record of six
great creative periods, with a seventh in process. Seven
movements of the creative law are found at the foundation
of the world about us. The seven colors of the spectrum,
the seven notes of music, the seven senses of man (two not
yet universally used), all point to these degrees, or days, of
action and rest.
When man in his wisdom unites his thought with Divine Mind, as did Jesus, he has power to use the same creative law that God uses in bringing forth the universe. The
seven elements of the body are found everywhere, and
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through understanding that they are not fixed, material
things, but forms of thoughts, man gains entrance to a realm
where he can speak words that will arrest the attention of
those elements, and they will obey him according to his
power. When you have gained the power to still the
stormy, undisciplined thoughts in your own mind, you can
speak to the winds and they will obey you. When you
have arrested the scorching currents of anger that bum up
your body-cells, you can stop the fire in a burning building.
When you have ceased to drop into the weak, watery mental
states called discouragement, despondency and fear, you
can command the waves and walk upon the waters, as did
Jesus.
But before man can rise into his natural dominion he
must understand and realize that God's whole plan of creation is to bring forth the perfect man. This means that
man is the supreme thing in creation and that all laws are
for his convenience. The universal tendency of great men
to manifest this inherent excellency proves that it is natural.
Most of them miss the mark by seeking to dominate other
men and nations before they have mastered themselves.
When men set up a law and make its observance burdensome, they are slaves of their own creations. The Jews
had become burdened with the observance of the letter of
the Sabbath commandment, and had a multitude of ridiculous prohibitions and external formalities, from which Jesus
sought to rescue them by his example of bold freedom and
disregard of man-made laws.
The Sabbath was instituted for man, not man for the
Sabbath. It is lawful to do good on the Sabbath, whether
it be preaching in a pulpit, healing the sick, or in any way
saving men from ignorance and its results. Luther said,
"Keep it holy for its use's sake both to body and soul. But
if anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's sake,
if anywhere any one sets up its observance upon a Jewish
foundation, then I order you to work on it, to ride on it, to
dance on it, to feast on it, to do anything that shall reprove
this encroachment on the Christian spirit and liberty."
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TEMPLE

TALKS

CMAMJM F I I X M OU

(The following are exlracb from add tenet given ">y Mr. Fillmore in
Unit) Auditorium, Kansat Citf, Mo.}

T is quite generally accepted that die Book
of Revelation is symbolical. Nearly all
its interpreters have assumed that its symbols represent in the broadest sense the
struggles of good and evil in the race, and
that it treats of what is to happen in die
future, both in earth and heaven. The
conclusions of these students of the mystical have been
varied, and though they have doubtless all arrived at a
measure of the truth, they have not been useful because not
practical.
The key to every problem in the universe is the figure
one. As a history of many the Bible is variously interpreted. As a symbolical picture of one individual it has
one interpretation. The only way to get at the inner truth
of any scripture is to start with the assumption that it treats
of man as an individual.
There is but one man—the man in the "image and
likeness'* of God, created in the beginning. There are many
men formed after this "image and likeness," and the breath
of life breathed into their nostrils, but the original man. like
the figure one, ever remains the key to the beginning and end
of each. "I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last."
We are all searching for this One who is the type and
pattern of the perfected man. He is found first as an ideal,
the life, love, substance and intelligence of pure mind. But
in process of mind action this Divine One takes form in the
subjective consciousness and under certain conditions we may
behold him. This is the state described by John in the first
chapter of Revelation.
He was in the isle called Patmos, in the Spirit on the
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Lord's day, and heard behind him a great voice. Patmos
means mortal, and isle suggests an isolated body of earth.
This refers to die subjective body separated from its environment in the world, and lifted up into the Spirit to me
Lord's day, or degree where the higher law becomes operative. The voice behind refers to the unseen or subjective
consciousness, whose base of action in the body is the spinal
cord and medulla. It is here that the Divine Law stores up
all the words and thoughts we have ever entertained. "The
Word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ" is here
recorded in this "isle of Patmos."
John was commanded to write in a book what he saw
and send it to the seven churches or assemblies in Asia. To
write in a book is to form in words, and these words are to
be sent or projected into the seven assemblies or centers of
nerve action in the front part of the body. These centers
are mystically given in the seven churches mentioned. Without going into technical details we might say that the first is
the top of the head, the second the forehead, the third at
the root of the tongue, the fourth the heart or solar plexus,
the fifth a nerve center just back of and to the right of the
solar plexus, the sixth the navel, and the seventh the generative center.
Through meditation and mental introversion, or turning within, as described by John, we can come into a consciousness of these, "seven golden candlesticks" or receptacles of spiritual light The Divine Idea of Man is pictured
there as a thought manifestation or "Son of Man." He is
formed in the subjective consciousness and waits for us to
"write the things which thou sawest, the things which shall
come to pass hereafter." Nearly all the Book of Revelation is taken up with a mystical history of experiences in the
minds and bodies of those who go into this temple within
and make the mighty initiations and overcoming* which ultimate in the visibility of the Son of God.
•
•
*
•
The laws governing the world of Mind and Spirit are
vet imperfectly understood by the human family. Those
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laws are exact and orderly. A given impulse in mental
movement will always produce its action and reaction according to a fixed law. An idea held in mind sets up in the
brain and body certain vibrations which may be timed and
described by one familiar with practical metaphysics. But
that description would be unintelligible to one not familiar
with the details of mentation. Again, there is at present
no vocabulary in which these mental processes could be put
How could the phonograph be described to a Patagonian,
who had never seen one and knew nothing of the technical
points that enter into its construction and use? The only
way to convey the information would be to use symbols
with which he was familiar, and thus approximate the information.
It is quite evident that the symbolism of the Scriptures
will eventually be interpreted and explained in exact terms
under the law of mentation and body reaction. Jesus raised
his body to a rate of vibration which carried it beyond that
in which the physical man is poised, and it became a radiant flame of life, each cell of which had the power to
communicate its qualities to other bodies not yet quickened.
It was his mission to thus raise the life vibration of the whole
human family by sowing his ascended body broadcast
among those who believe in him. This is the real meaning
of shedding his blood, blood being the symbol of life. He
gave up his life for all those who will take it and use it as
he used it. The attempts of physicians to inoculate the
senile with the vital germs of sheep and pigs is the vain
reaching out of the human to this end. The life current in
the whole race is running low, and up to the time of Jesus
was getting gradually less and less. It was degenerating
in quality and power, and needed an impetus that would
put it to its proper place in the divine economy. Jesus first
gave forth the truth in the ideal world, then he gave forth
the purified substance of his organism.
Peter said in Acts 2:38, "Repent, and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost,"
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which describes the first descent into human consciousness
of this dynamic substance which Jesus radiated when he
raised his body vibration to the spiritual plane. The spiritual plane is the normal plane, and man is not in eternal
life until he has attained this place in body consciousness.
Flesh bodies and material conditions are all abnormal in
their present low rate of vibration, and they must be raised
or disappear.
The descent into consciousness of this Jesus Christ life
may have taken place in this company of disciples as here
described. They were in that upper room of the mind,
which is the spiritual, and had been praying for ten days
with one accord for the fulfillment of this promise of the
Holy Spirit as given by Jesus. This attitude of many minds
forms a mental magnet, and brings about results in flashes
of light and spiritual illuminations. Religious revivals have
demonstrated this in greater or lesser degree. The writer
has several times been witness to this descent of the Spirit
in dasess under instruction, where the words of the speaker
and expectation of the students were intensely spiritual.
This is also an individual experience, and many have
testified to the powerful inrush into mind and body of this
higher power. It cannot be said to be a wind, yet no other
comparison more accurately describes the sensation. It is
part of the regenerative process, and when one becomes
adept in mentation it can be brought about at any time.
Realize the truth of your being, your spiritual character, the
omnipresence of God, the power of Christ, and your oneness with all. Then repeat with great earnestness the Lord's
prayer, stopping at each paragraph to get the meaning.
Then quietly rest and wait in expectancy for the descent of
the Spirit from on high. If the result is not satisfactory,
repeat the process again and again until it is. Remember
the disciples prayed ten days.
•
*
•
•
These queries often come to us: "What do you teach
about death?" "Where do people go when they die?" A
succinct answer to these questions is found in that statement
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of Paul's, "To be carnally minded is death." According
to the Bible all men are "dead in trespasses and sins."
Adam, in his original creation, was in illumination.
He had continually breathed into him, by the power of die
Spirit, that necessary inspiration and knowledge that gave
him superior understanding. But he began eating, or appropriating ideas of two powers—God and not God, or
good and evil. The result, so the allegory relates, was a
falling away from life and all that it involves.
Men do not count this first death in its right relation to
the "second death," which is that secondary cessation of
activity in die body, when the soul loses control of it, and
we have to bury it, or bum it, or in some way dissolve it
into the elements. But, if this Scripture is true, men are
already dead. You don't have to wait until your body
stops action. If you are a sinner; if you believe in two
powers, good and evil, you are already dead. Then why
should we worry about the conditions we are in after we
go through that second death? The condition can be
judged by the present, of which it is a continuation. The
first death is death of the light and life of the Spirit in our
consciousness, and the result is a withdrawal of die soul
from die organism. The soul of the carnally minded does
not live in the body, but outside of it Because of his sins
man has been driven out of the body Eden.
And what is death? Succinctly stated it is cessation
of vital force and action in the body. Jesus called it "falling asleep," as also did Paul. Then there are various degrees of this sleepy condition that the body falls into. Even
students of physiology find that the body has unused resources that can be temporarily awakened. Through deep
breathing they bring into action certain centers in the lungs
that give additional purity to the blood. They can quicken
other centers in the organism until weak people get strong.
This b not the regeneration taught by Jesus, but it demonstrates that the body is not living up to its capacity in even
a material way. Some physiologists say that in our thinking capacity, we use just a little bit of a spot near die top
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of the head. W e don't think through the whole brain as
we should. Nearly all the nervous system of man is in a
sleepy, inactive state. These material investigators tell us
that if some substance could be poured in through our nervous system, that would wake us up all over, we would be
transformed into new beings.
That is exactly what the new life in Christ does for
us. "Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind."
It isn't that we are going to be transformed by deep breathing, nor muscular exercise, nor by having our nerves shocked
with electricity, but by a new process of thought and spiritual energy we are to awaken our sleeping bodies. W e are
going to get back to that original state, where we consciously
receive the inspiration of the Spirit and charge our bodies
with the life of the Infinite life.
This is the teaching of pure Christianity, and it is
borne out by the discoveries of modem science. Both agree
that men must have more life and greater vitality, in order
to carry forward the demands of mind and its aspirations.
Jesus went so far as to claim that men who did not lay hold
of the larger consciousness of life which he brought to the
race, had no life in them.
What shall we do to escape the second death? W e
must take the life of the Christ-man, which is potentially
here in every one of us, and concentrate it into these brains
and bodies of ours. It is by the power of the word that
this is accomplished. You can begin by quickening your
circulation through throwing into it some living thoughts and
words.
Here again, this is what Jesus Christ taught He said:
"I come that you might have Life, and have it more abundantly." What are these little canals all through our
bodies for? They are the rivers of life, which flow from the
one head. Divine Life. They carry the blood corpuscles,
which physiology tells us are little batteries, each with its
positive and negative pole. If those little batteries have the
life element in them, they constantly electrify the organism;
but if you, through the power of your thought and word,
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affirm the negative of life, and talk about its absence, what
are you doing? You are eating, or appropriating conditions from the tree of sin and evil. There is no duality in
God. To have evil in the mind in any form is to eat it,
and that poisons the whole system. W e intuitively know
that God is good and God is all. Life is the one reality
and it is everywhere present. Then, there is no need of any
concept of any state Or condition called death.
Eating is the outer expression of mental affirmation.
Every time you take a mouthful of food, you begin at once
to appropriate it through mastication, digestion and assimilation. All those functions of the body are forms of affirmation. Through them the man is constantly saying, "This is
mine, mine, mine," and through these processes he appropriates and builds up his organism. So it is proper to say that
man eats of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,
if he allows both place in his mind. He eats them through
his mind, because eating is a mental process. Everything,
resolved to its last analysis, is mind, consciousness. Yon
can't conceive of anything without consciousness entering
into it
Then, if we would realize the Larger Life, we must
believe in it, and begin to affirm it as ours here and now.
And what kind of life do you conceive this Eternal Life to
be? A life that goes and comes? Affirming this life would
you say, "I feel tired and weak; I wish I had a little stimulant to tone me up." Certainly not You would meet die
feeling of weakness with an affirmation of strength, and
every evil suggestion would be met with a denial of its
reality and a strong word of Truth. These sound words
tone the mind and body up quickly and there is never any
reaction.
It does not make any difference to the loyal Christian
how many people "fall asleep." They awaken again, we
know that; and what men call the sleep of death is just »
long dream. Some people have more vivid dreams than
others, so some of them who fall asleep in the second death
may dream of returning life until they quickly take tap
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again the construction of an organism. The early Christians considered it a great advantage to have a knowledge
of Jesus before falling asleep.
It is possible to think about the absence of life until
death seems real and lasting. This makes the dream dense
and dark and the awakening slow. Christianity shows how
to come right back into life, and that is the only salvation
for man. If you believe faithfully in the Christ life you will
never die. That is the promise of Jesus, and our understanding of the laws of mind substantiate his claim. The
mind can be so filled with thoughts of life that there will
never be room for a thought of death. Death can never
take possession of the body of one whose mind is thoroughly
charged with ideas of life.
This will answer for you the question: "If a man
die, shall he live again?" Every man lives just to the extent that he appreciates what eternal life means. It means
continuous conscious existence in the body. W e must not
only live, but we must live wisely. In the Genesis allegory
it » written that for fear that man would eat of the tree of
life and live forever in his sinful mind, the Lord God sent
him forth from the garden of Eden. This means that man
does not consciously live in his organism, which is the real
garden of Eden. In his unregenerate state man reflects his
mind into his body. But when the baptism of fire, the descent of the Holy Spirit, takes place, there is a reunion of
mind and body and the thrill of Divine Life is again felt by
Adam. The return of the soul to the interiors of die organism is part of the symbology portrayed in the history of
Jesus of Nazareth. Man must seek to know the Law of
Life before* be can live forever. Living without conforming
to that Law is a tragedy.
The Law of Life is revealed to the mind of man
through conscious thinking. Give attention to the Omnipresent Intelligence and it will make you wise. This "light
that lighteth every man that cometh into the world" is here
as the atmosphere is here. "It shineth in the darkness, but
the darkness comprehended! it not" Why? Because men
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do not realize the Truth about Spirit and its laws. Spirit
is like mind—in fact it is the highest realm of mind. There
is an ever-present, All-Knowing One. Put yourself in
conscious unity with this Presence through the power of
your thought and your word, and you will gradually become
mentally open to a world of causes you never dreamed of.
Physiology says that the body has two sets of cells;
live cells and dead cells. The live cells have a little electric
light at their center and the dead ones are dark. In good
health there is a preponderance of the light cells; in ill
health the dark cells dominate. Metaphysicians have found
that man can light up these cells by affirming life and intelligence for them. So they tell their patients to make
affirmations like these: "I am alive with the Life of Christ"
"I am intelligent with the Intelligence of Christ." Take
those words and use them day after day and night after
night; affirm them when you go to bed and affirm them when
you wake in the morning; make them part of your consciousness, and you will take a very important step in demonstrating eternal life.
The body is shocked to death by the violent thoughtvoltage of the unwise mind. Selfishness leads to strife,
which is followed by anger and hate. These emotions generate currents of thought whose volts bum up the body cells
in the same way that a live wire sears the flesh. These hate
currents burn out the connections in the glands exactly as
an excess current burns out a fuse in your house-lighting
system. Then the lights go out and death of body sett in.
Love, peace and harmony are the only remedies that count
"God is love," and to live in God-mind man must cultivate
love until it becomes the keynote of his life. W e must love
everybody and everything, ourselves included. Some people hate themselves. Self-hate is destructive also. You
must love yourself. Affirm the Infinite Love as your love,
and you will find that there will be generated in your mind
and body an entirely new element Love is the cementing
element of all things. You couldn't have an organism;
jGod could not put together that substance that makes up
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the form, without the cementing power of love. Love, in
the electrical world, is the magnet. You must have love.
You cannot live without it Then, begin to live in the
thought of love. Personal love is part of the law, but Divine Love is its fulfillment. Center your love thoughts upon
God, and you will find love for your fellow-man growing
marvelously.
Then again, we must have substance in its purity in
our bodies. There are elements all about us that, if we
knew how to use them, would make any form that we might
desire. We have not cultivated faith in the invisible substance-idea, and it has not been incorporated into our flesh.
But now that we know that it exists, and that it is through
our affirmations that we bring it into expression, we begin
at once to affirm Divine Substance, and our bodies go through
a refining process that will continue until we are transfigured
into the likeness of that Divine Man which John saw on
Patmos.
The pure Substance of Being is a universal solvent
Man can take that substance-idea into his mind, divested of
all impurities, and he will purify everything that he concentrates his mind upon. Do you know what makes an impure
cell in your organism? Simply the thought of impurity.
That is the point of origin. It is not altogether the impure
food that you eat That has something to do with it, but
first it is in the mind as an impure idea. And expectoration
and coughing, and all forcing out of the organism of impure cells has origin in impure thoughts. When you find
yourself trying in this manner to eliminate impurities, stop
and affirm the one Infinite Pure Substance as the only substance in existence.
Jesus said that his body was living substance, and he
told his followers to eat it. You eat the purified substance
of the body of Christ by affirming it to be the real substance
of your body. You can send that thought of pure substance
to every part of your body and it will affect the mucous
membrane until that catarrhal condition, and that cold, and
all those inactive cells will be purified or eliminated. This
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process will stop the coughing and the wheezing if yon hold
steadily to the one proposition that there is a universally pure
substance, and that that substance is the one element out of
which the Christ body is formed in you.
In the regeneration we daily thus put on the body of
Christ, until finally every cell will become so related to its
neighbor that they will reflect one upon the other, like diamonds, and you will shine. "They that be wise shall shine"
—wise in the wisdom of Spirit; knowing themselves to be
spiritual beings and alive here and now.
The whole secret of this demonstration of Christ is
that we shall come to realize our original sinlessness. Sin,
and the consciousness of sin, is the cause of all darkness and
death. No amount of physical health can overcome die
sins of the carnal mind. Unless he is regenerated under die
Jesus Christ teaching, man is a whited sepulcher, "full of
dead men's bones." So you are not really alive, wholly
alive, safely alive, eternally alive, until you get right where
Jesus Christ was and is. He cultivated and demonstrated
these thoughts that are the foundation of mental harmony,
and if we study his life, we will see just how we must follow into that life, become part of it and live in Eternal Life
here and now.
If we are not spiritually alive; if we have not the
Christ mind, we are not alive at all. That is the teaching
of Christianity. If we believe in the Bible, we must believe these propositions; and in order to be alive, really alive,
we must be sanctified, purified and regenerated. We must
be perfect, even as Jesus Christ was perfect There is no
other way. We had as well face this proposition first as
last, because we can't get away from it It is true. If I
am in any respect a sinner I have in that degree a corruptible, dead body. I must then be guilty of the "carnal
mind." And what is the remedy? I must get rid of carnality, that is all; and the quicker I do that, the quicker I
will get alive. I should not. expect that through further
dying the good Lord will make me alive. There n no
promise of any kind that I can find in the Scripture that
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"God is not the God of

POWER

"Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called
the children of God." As Americans we are proud to be
called a world power. We are a world power. All the
world outside is not strong enough to come against us, and,
save as peaceful tourists, we have no thought of going in
considerable numbers after it
But what kind of a world power? Accept these arbitration treaties and we acclaim ourselves the world's leader
in the way ahead, onward and upward—fulfilling the divine
mission of the Fathers of the Republic and justifying the
reason of our being—a land of liberty, but not of avarice,
a nation of free men, not a nation of traders—Christians,
not Pagans or Philistines—proclaiming in truth and soberness, not in idle phrasemongery, the blessed religion of peace
on earth, good will to all mankind.
Peace in the quiet dales.
Made rankly fertile by the blood of men.
Peace in the woodland and the lonely glen.
Peace in the peopled valet.
Peace in the crowded town;
Peace in a thotuand field* of waving grain;
Peace in the highway and the Bowery lane.
Peace o'er the wind-swept down.
Peace in the whirring marts.
Peace where the scholar thinks, the hunter roams;
Peace, God of Peace, Peace, Peace in all our homes.
And in all our hearts.
—Henry fVaUerton.

Some glances of real beauty may be seen in their faces
who dwell in true meekness. There is harmony in the
sound of that voice to which Divine Love gives utterance.—
/ . Woolman.
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HARNESSING T H E D Y N A M I C
D Y N A M I T E OF GOD

AND

H E R E is nothing much more practical and
powerful in our modem economic world
than electricity. A score or two of years
ago we knew practically nothing about its
red, every-day usefulness; now we could
no more get along without its applied utilities, which have grown out of the mighty
mysterious force, than we could do without clothes. The
power has always existed, for all we know; but to us it was
little more than a curiosity and a source of fear, till the
modern man brought down the lightning from the skies and
harnessed the steed of storm to do our bidding everywhere.
There is another mystery, which for lack of a better
terra we call force or power, that overshadows all such power as electricity, as the light of the sun outshines to us the
light of the stars. We have called it spiritual force and
spiritual power. It is heaven's almighty dynamic and dynamite. When once it is set free in the hearts of humanity,
it will move the ages, and in a moment blow to nothingness
nations and customs that we thought could never pass away.
The power has always existed; but it never yet has been fully harnessed as God intends it must be for the benediction
and uplift, and onward movement of the world. But as
surely as an up means there is a down, and an in means there
is an out, the day is upon us for the harnessing of this spiritual power of heaven, for the whole practical transformation
of the things of earth. It is the mighty power of God unto
salvation not to be longer played with or feared, but brought
down from the heavens, and most practically utilized, for
the absolute and everywhere salvation of the world. The
dynamic will "move the gates of history off their hinges,"
and blow into absolute nothingness all the sin and corruption,
all the false facts and fallacies of the world. The seer
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saw clearly what it will do, when he said that under its
power "nations would be born in a day," and the kingdoms
of this world would become the kingdoms of his dear son;
and there would be nothing to harm or molest, and it would
drive away forever all foes and fear.
This heavenly dynamic once hovered close to earth
amid the thunders and lightnings of Sinai. There it was harnessed as never before by the genius of the Jews, by Moses
the law-giver of the world. The heavenly dynamic was
there codified in duty. "The great ten words" on the two
stone tables were like the ten fingers of God, on which he
layed off to men the ten modes of expression, the divine
life of the spirit must take, if men would live and move and
have their being in the conscious contact with the ever-living
God. Duty of man to man and of man to God has never
been codified so clearly and completely as it was at the holy
inspiration that came under the cloud of the holy presence of
God to Moses on the Mount, from which he has spoken as
a pulpit to all the world. That formulation of the everlasting power of the spirit of God has' been a practical harnessing of the power of the spirit that has molded all humanity, and will be the sheet anchor of liberty for all mankind
ever and everywhere.
But a greater man than Moses came, who was so
surcharged with the spirit of the Almighty, that he has ever
since been the light and spiritual power of the world. His
words were like lightning, his life like the light; and his heart
such a power of the love of God for humanity, that his very
touch changes sinners to the saints everywhere. It seemed that
all power of heaven and earth was his; and was his to give
to those who would receive for the glory of God in their lives,
and the use of the transformation of the world, from the
darkness of sin into the glorious light of the eternal life of
God. He is the atlas and the axis of the world. He upholds all things by the world of his power, and on him history turns. He is the restpoint around which all the humanities whirl. Before and after him, time will be always
reckoned. To and from him all humanity must ever move.
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To him they go for their heavenly inspiration; and for him
they will go forth to bless and change the world.
There is another new day upon us, now. A bigger,
better and more almighty day of the Lord than the world
has ever seen before. People are going direct to Cod for
the great revelation of himself through the power of the
spirit, as they never have before. They have realized that
second-hand knowledge is no more fit for a respectable man
than second-hand clothes. They feel that the letter of
Christendom ever killeth, and that nothing but the witness
of the spirit is an evidence that will be of any practical and
powerful service to humanity, or will ever satisfy. Things
material don't satisfy. All know that the more of them
we have, the more we want; and it would be as easy to
drink the ocean dry as to try to satisfy a man with the stones
of earth, when he is starving for the bread which cometh
down from on high. Learning, the wisdom of the world,
or the schools, is of itself of no avail. The more we know,
the more we want to know. We may drink till we are intellectually drunk, but when we come to ourselves, we feel
that it has been a mental debauch, that leaves us farther
from the kingdom of life and light—farther by far—than
we ever were before. The last sad words of Goethe, die
most brilliant intellectual light of the last century, is still
the cry of all. "Light, light, O God, more light!" were
the words, as he slipped out into the darkness of the night
of death, that God only knows what the meaning is, to one
who has not lighted his lamp from the light of the world.
Men are everywhere hungering for the things of die
Spirit They know that somehow only the great Maker
can make their hearts right. That only he who made us
can make us over again. They feel that mere must be a
spark of divinity within us; else why this awful hungering
after divine things. They feel that God must be a God
of the living, and that this awful deadness in which we are,
can only be turned to living light by the touch of his spirit
and his almighty power. The cults—new and old, of
every kind and in every clime today—are but the groping*
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after God. They are the upreaching of the many hands
reaching after him if happily they might find him. "Lord,
save or I perish," seems the universal cry. And we will
only be satisfied when we find him. The cry heard is,
"Oh that I knew where I might find him I" It is only
seeing him face to face, and feeling him, heart to heart, that
we will be satisfied, for thus alone will there be the full
reflection in us of his likeness. "Oh, Lord, our souls are
resdess 'till they rest in thee I Point out the' way my soul
shall walk," is ever the cry of cries. God must be a monster, as well as a mystery, to allow this cry ever to go up
to heaven, if he has not some satisfying answer of love to
give us from the skies. We must come to men with the
glorious messages that Paul did, "He is not far from any
one of us," if we are going to bring salvation to the world
that will be a satisfaction in the fullest sense of the word.
That is the challenge of the world to Christianity today.
It must be such a vision of the message as to match the
world's every need. No half-hearted message will be a
message that it will receive. No untested and untried message will be of any avail, such sham hypocrisy they will
throw back in your face with a curse and a derision. The
world, no more than God, can stand sham or hypocrisy.
It has got to be a message with a ring that is real. Men
have got to feel the potency of heaven in it, and a conviction
down in your heart that you can say you know you have
passed from death unto life. Under its power—and you
know it is the only power given under heaven whereby a man
can be saved—if one has not this good news in his religion,
he has nothing worth talking about; for men won't listen
for a minute to a mere creed of words. It is conduct that
counts. It is power they want—power from on high. If
you can show how heaven has this power they most want
and most need, and has this power "to let," and is to be
had, and can be practically applied, and will produce the
new man that they feel they must be to be ever satisfied, then
they will come to you like the birds of the dovecot; they
will flock to you like the sheep to the good shepherd; they
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will come to you from everywhere as the bees to the flowers.
But it must be practical. This is a practical age. They
want a power that is harnessable, and can be turned on in
every time of need, and will do what it is claimed to do,
and will never give out at the time most needed. It must
be something sufficient for all time and everywhere, and
under all circumstances. This great power of God unto
salvation must be a salvation from everything a man is to be
saved from; and sufficient to satisfy every longing of the
heart, every aspiration of the mind, and all the body really
craves for, for its fullest development into the glorious purposes of God. It must be a great fulfiller of all the life
longs for; and a great fill-fuller, wherever there is an emptiness and an aching void.—Rev. Frank N- Riale, in "The
Christian and Evangelist."
HOW

TO

FEEL T H E

SPIRIT

Eva Hulings, one of the early metaphysical teachers,
gave a course of lessons in Kansas City about twenty years
ago. The following was her directions for spiritual realization:
Sit with your feet on the floor. To cross them requires a tension of the muscles. Relax the whole body—
let go.
Clear your mind—let go all thoughts you are hanging
onto; let go everything that binds or holds you in any way.
Fill your mind with love, love to everybody and everything, crowding out all other things.
Now you are ready for the Spirit to give you instruction.
Never say "I can't." You shut the door in the face
of "I can."
Jesus said, "Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven and
all else will be added."
Ask for understanding.
Make yourself a magnetic center to attract only good
by excluding everything but good from your thoughts.
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Sit alone and say, "Put a watch upon my heart and
a seal upon my lips that I may not speak imadvisably, or
think that which is unholy in thy sight"
Then say, "O thou Divine Presence, let me realize
that I am One with thee." Sit in silence until you do
realize this.
Think generative thoughts. Every plane of consciousness brings forth its own expression.
When you say a thing stick to it Don't say, "God
is Life," and then whine about sickness and death. Say,
"God is Life," and stick to it Do not adverse.your own
claim.
;-**"??i
Let him who feels weak say, "I am strong," and stick
to it
In the bonds of the Brotherhood of Jesus Christ we
clasp hands with you every one. This is the most momentous period in the history of the human race. The old
order of things is at an end. The New is upon us. The
seed sown by Jesus Christ is now bearing fruit in the minds
and bodies of men and women. The establishment of the
new earth is announced. It is no longer a question of the
to be, but is now a fixed reality in the realm of form. We
have the evidence of it It shall grow and expand as a
physical reality until it encompasses the world. It must
prove itself in its works, and the very substance of harmony
which it will establish in the minds of those who enter it
It is the city of Peace and Love, that "place" prepared by
Jesus Christ in mind 1900 years ago and now extant in
form in the bodies of those who accepted it During the
year 1912 UNITY will give you some definite details of the
advent in form of the New Race.
In order to grow in grace, we must be much alone. It
is not in society—even Christian society—that the soul
grows most vigorously. In one single, quiet hour of prayer
it will often make more progress than in days of company
with others. It is in the desert that the dew falls freshest and
the air is purest—H. Bonar.
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"Be Mill, and know that I am God."
I N S P I R E D SY THE SPIRIT OP TRUTH
T H E SOCIETY OF SILENT UNITY IS THE ABSENT
HEALINC DEPARTMENT OF THE UNITY WORK. I T HAS
A MEMBERSHIP EXTENDING THROUGHOUT THE CIVILIZED WORLD. IT HELPS ITS MEMBERS IN EVERY NEED
OF U F E , AND ALSO HELPS THEM TO HELP OTHERS. I F
EVERYTHING ELSE HAS FAILED WE WILL TAKE YOUR
CASE. "ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE WITH GOD."
IT DOES NOT MAKE A PARTICLE OF DIFFERENCE
WHAT YOUR SPIRITUAL. MENTAL, PHYSICAL. OR FINANCIAL CONDITION IS. IF YOU NEED HELP WRITE TO US
AND WE WILL PRAY TO THE FATHER IN SECRET, AND
THE FATHER WHICH SEETH IN SECRET SHALL REWARD
YOU OPENLY. NO CHARGE IS MADE FOR OUR SERVICES, BUT FREE-WILL OFFERINGS ARE THANKFULLY
RECEP/ED.
A L L LETTERS ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

SOCIETY

OF

SILENT

UNITY.

UNITY BLDC., 913-917 TRACY AVE.,
KANSAS CITY. MO.

CLASS

THOUGHT

March 20 to April 20, 1912
Held daily at 9 p. m.

The guiding light of the Spirit shines before me
and makes plain the way.

PROSPERITY

THOUGHT

March 20 to April 20, 1912
Held daily at 12 m.

The Opulence of the Spirit is enthroned in my>
consciousness.
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PROSPERITY THOUGHT
"THE OPULENCE OF SPIRIT IS ENTHRONED IN MY
CONSCIOUSNESS"
Back of the visible universe lies the great storehouse
of Spirit-Substance, inexhaustible, omnipresent Its riches
belong to all alike, but its door swings open only to those who
have learned its combination. Never has the outer eye
beheld its opulence, nor has the sense-mind calculated its
magnitude.
Would you learn the combination and avail yourself
of die wonderful treasures of this hidden kingdom? If so,
come with us into the Silence and sink your consciousness
into the Great Consciousness, and it will be revealed to you,
"I A M THE DOOR,"—and the combination, / and the
Father are One Substance.
Then you will be deceived no longer by appearances,
but will knov "the kingdom of God is within," and will
affirm with understanding:
"The Opulence of Spirit is now enthroned in mj> consciousness."
Gratitude and thanksgiving are both necessary in demonstrating prosperity through the Divine Law. We should
be grateful to God and thankful to the friend whom he
used to supply us. The cultivation of this attitude of mind
opens doors that would have remained shut if we had been
negligent in our thoughts and words of gratitude.
Make it a practice to mentally thank God and the
giver for everything you receive, no matter in what guise it
may come. Also send forth a blessing of increase to the
one who gives. After this manner we have kept up a steady
inflow of finances to the Unity Society for the past twenty
years. No one in all that time has been importuned for
money, nor has there been even a hint of financial obligation
for our services, no matter how long we may have been treating and writing letters of instruction to the patient; but trusting in the Divine Supply and Support, our own comes to us.
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" T H E LIKENESS OF S I N F U L

FLESH"

E D N A L. CARTER

HRISTIAN people everywhere accept the
truth that salvation comes through Jesus
Christ; but such a general acceptation does
not bring salvation within reach. The
benefits of his saving grace come to men
just to the extent of their faith and their
understanding of how the work is done,
and their co-operation in it
Time was when the blood shed on the cross was considered the saving power; but the minds of men have been
so quickened that, instead of being bound by the letter, they
now discern the Spirit and know that the blood that saves
is the eternal, quickening Christ-Life. This saving life is
not separated from man by the space of two thousand years,
but is an indwelling Presence that is active in the minds and
bodies of all who recognize it and open themselves to its
influx. There is but one way to salvation; that is through
the renewing, transforming work of the Christ within man.
Nothing outside of man, not even a man called Jesus Christ,
is Savior. Jesus Christ is Savior, but in his spiritual mind
and essence, instead of as a separate, personal man.
Paul tried to make this plain all through his Epistles,
and one would need to quote chapter after chapter if he
brought as evidence all his reasoning on this point It is
doubtful whether Paul himself grasped the full import of
what he was trying to express. It probably opened up to
him just as it does to us in this day. We see the Truth and,
after fuller spiritual realization, we see it again and again
in clearer light, and are surprised that we have not seen it
so before. It is not that it is different, but only that it is
larger and deeper and nearer; always a little nearer; always
more a part of ourselves.
The whole scheme of salvation seems wrapped up in
Paul's statement that God "sent his own Son in the like
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of sinful flesh and condemned sin in the flesh that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us." If the
righteousness of the law is to be fulfilled in us, it must be
that the "likeness of sinful flesh" is also jn us. The work
and the worker are within man. The Son is sent into the
minds of men and they do not recognize him because he
comes "in the likeness of sinful flesh."
After one has been in the Truth a while, he begins to
understand and realize that certain experiences he once
would have called diseases are the work of the Spirit as it
goes through the body in its quickening, renewing power.
When the new life, in its blessed mission of renewal, strikes
some of the old subconscious states that have been built
up in error, they resist and their resistance often causes pain
and fever, and all kinds of symptoms which one, not in
understanding, would call sickness or disease. The true
way of treating these seeming diseases is to work with the
Spirit, deny the error and affirm oneness with the purifying
life.
The question of sin must be dealt with in the same
way. When the pure Christ-Mind comes into consciousness with its cleansing power, it stirs up and drives out the
"old man," the old mortal consciousness which has been
formed in ignorance of the Truth. We all realize, when
we are mixed up in this mortal consciousness, that we are
a bad lot, and we cry out with Paul, "Who shall deliver
me?" Happy are we if we can say, "Jesus Christ our
Lord." But when the old sins and errors seem so active and
so real we feel a sense of condemnation and think ourselves
unworthy to claim salvation. Everything seems going the
other way. W e remember that we are told to put all our
sins on Jesus, but we feel like saying in the words of the
old hymn:
"What! lay my sins on Jesus,
God's well-beloved Son?"
Yet that is what we must do to be saved. "He was
made sin for us, who knew no sin, that we might be made
the righteousness of God in him."
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It may at first seem sacrilegious to hold that the power
working in us that seems so sinful is the Christ "in the likeness of sinful flesh," but there is no other way given to
bring into consciousness the redeeming power. We might
talk forever about the cleansing power of soap and water,
but it would not clean up a dirty house until it was brought
into the house and used. This is a homely illustration, but
it helps us to see our need of getting the Savior right in
where the sin is.
When we take the stand mat "The blood [life] of
Jesus Christ [in me] cleanses me from all sin," then we
must stay with it and, in all the house-cleaning that follows,
hold that all the seeming sin is rite Christ in us "in the likeness of sin" condemning and working out of our consciousness the old beliefs in sin. This is the way we are made
free. We place all our sins on Jesus and hold ourselves
sinless. The time of demonstration will depend on how
unwaveringly we can hold to our freedom through the
"washing of regeneration" when the dirty waters seem to be
a permanent part of ourselves. "The likeness of sinful
flesh" will pass away as we become more fully identified
with our Sinless Self, the Christ of God, and we shall stand
forth in the glory which we had with the Father before the
world was.
PRAISE

VERSUS

SCOLDING

Praise doth bless, while Scolding saddens.
Scolding wounds, but true praise gladdens.
Praise comes smiling, filling up
To the brim Hope's eager cup.
Scolding comes with fret and frown,
Hope's fair building tearing down.
Scolding kills. Praise makes alive—
All her little ones must thrive—
Mount on wings of joy, and soar
Heavenward forevermore!—Jessie

Andrcm.
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EXTRACTS
From Letters Written to Students and Patients by the
Society of Silent Unit})
The mind of man has the power to set up in its thoughts
all conditions that exist in the world without You can
think about a certain person until your thought builds him
into your mind as a living, thinking, talking reality.
There are many sources of the voices that psychics
hear, but the most common is the echoing of their own
thoughts and words. You can produce peace and harmony in your mental atmosphere by affirming the presence
and power of the Christ Mind. Say to yourself, "I am
Spirit The peace and harmony of the Divine Law is established in me. I am not disturbed by personality. Contentious thoughts have no power in my mentality. The loving
kindness of the Lord Jesus Christ is mine and I am at peace."
*
»
»
»
It is frequently claimed that we do not believe in
prayer. If the hollow prayer of empty words is meant
the claim is true. W e do not believe in making a solemn
petition to God one moment, and the next by word or act
betraying our lack of faith. We do not practice this sort
of prayer. But no one prays so persistently, so hard and
so faithfully as the Christian metaphysician. He knows
that he is dealing with creative forces, and he aims to regulate all the affairs of his life by his prayers. He depends
upon his prayers to bring him into a realization of health,
peace and plenty. His life is a perpetual prayer and he
ceases not day or night Many go to sleep with affirmations
and petitions active in mind and awaken themselves during
die night repeating the words. This is of frequent experience, and the habit of silent prayer becomes so fixed
that in the crowded street or busy mart the mind almost
involuntarily offers up its secret praise.
"When thou prayest, enter into thy closet," said Jesus,
and one who has not become acquainted with this secret
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place can form no conception of its sweet communion. It is
like a gentle ecstasy that thrills the inner man at every
breath. No earthly pleasure can compare with it This
inner ecstasy is so fascinating that mystics warn the neophyte against becoming wholly absorbed in it to the neglect
of the external. The Hindoo Yogi sits for months and
even years in his silent meditations. The worldly wise look
upon him as one cut off from the pleasures of life, while he
knows that their so-called pleasures are the husk of which
he is enjoying the substance. If you want happiness—but
happiness is such a tame word to apply to it—if you want
to be in heaven, learn to pray to the Father within your own
soul. The sense man cannot describe its harmony and thrilling ecstasy—only the soul can know and hold communion
wim the Holy Spirit. If you want to be in heaven here
and now acquaint yourself with the Father abiding in "sou.
•
•
•
•
Many so-called reformers build up in their own imaginations mountains of sin, poverty and discord. Through
the mental currents which they send forth, thoughts of evil
are carried and added to the burdens of those whom they
ignorantly seek to help. This power of the mind to imagine
situations, and then through sympathetic efflux, fix them
upon others, is not a theory. Its operation is just as plain
to the student of interior mental action as is that of the heart
and blood to the physiologist. "What am I to do then,"
says the kind-hearted reformer. There is but one answer:
you must know God—you must know only Cod—you must
get into the kingdom of heaven. In your ignorance you are
using edged tools to the detriment of both yourself and those
you try to reform. God must become in you a fount of living, acting wisdom, so that you shall be guided unerringly
every hour. Then you shall not be laying down laws for
every situation or burdening yourself with things to come
or things present. Lay the burden of all upon the Father—
he can bear it and not weary. In that day you shall not
say one to another, know the Lord; for all shall know him
from the least even unto the greatest
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All this clamoring for rules of action, what to do in
specified cases of sickness, how best to administer charity,
how to deal with vice, what class of legislation will quickest
suppress prevalent social evils, remedy finances, and so on
throughout the list, are one and all attempts to purify a
stream polluted at its fountain head. That fountain is the
thinking faculty in humanity. Each and every man, woman
and child must learn this law of thought formation and
mental cleansing according to Divine Law. This was the
keynote of Jesus Christ's ministry. He taught individual
understanding and responsibility. According to your faith
be it unto you—cast the beam out of your own eye—get
into the kingdom of heaven first, then all these things shall
be added unto you. External man thinks that power inheres in things made, instead of in himself. The Christ man
knows he has within him all power.
•
•
•
•
No, we could not allow you to come into the Silent
Unity Healing Rooms if you came to Kansas City. No
one is allowed up here except those directly engaged in the
healing work.
We establish ourselves in one certain line of thought
We believe in the power of Divine Mind to do all things
whatsoever we ask of it, and we don't want any doubters;
we don't want anybody to come into our thought firmament
who has a single doubt about the ability of God to do all
things whatsoever we ask. But there is no secret about it,
only just that singleness of mind. W e take up the cases,
and the name is read aloud, and then, with one accord, we
proclaim the Word, like the children of Israel who marched
around Jericho and shouted out with one voice; then down
go the walls of error thought! We speak the word of
Truth, and we are single in our minds to the one God. We
train ourselves every day to that end. There are no secrets
connected with our work, only the secret of being single to
the one thing. We put into practice what Paul says:
"This one thing I do." We believe in the power of God to
do all things. "Ask whatsoever ye will in my name, and
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it shall be done." We get letters from all over the world,
from people who are being healed. We could fill our magazine ten times over with testimonials. Our mail now is
from two to three, sometimes five hundred letters a day, and
a good share of those letters tell of healing, and other demonstrations of the Spirit And yet we don't do it, but we
are true to the promises and believe in the one Omnipresent
God, and God works through us.
You can start a Society of Silent Unity if you begin
with this loyalty to the Truth and stick to it That is another point that might be brought out It requires persistency
to do good healing. You will have to keep going right forward. You can't talk about the power of God in your life
one day, and whip around like the wind the next day and
talk something else. You can't expect your diseases and
your troubles to vanish if you keep calling them up, and
telling your neighbors and your friends about how you once
demonstrated over that thing, but it has come back on you,
and you wonder why it is that you don't get along faster.
The principle of Life is health and strength, and it is healing. Stick to it Don't allow any other thought to come
in; don't talk about anything else. People salt themselves
down in the old thought, like Lot's wife, by looking back
and calling up in thought and conversation the sinful past
Once you have demonstrated over a thing, drop it right out
of your mind, as if it never had existence. Sin and sickness
never were any part of your true life. Those unhealthy
conditions, those discords of .mind and body, were nightmares. If they had been true, we could not so easily get
rid of them; we could not wipe them out with our words of
Truth.
Three blissful words I name to thee;
Three words of potent charm.
From earing care thy heart to free.
Thy life to shield from harm—
Pray, work, and sing I
J. Stuart Btacktc
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DEMONSTRATIONS OF T H E LAW
Tha department a in fulfillment of the promise of Jesus Chritt,
"These signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall they
cat! oat devils; the) shall speak n'ln ne* tongues; they shall take up
serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt them;
they shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover."—Mark

16:17. 18.

"Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and today, and
forever."
When Jesus walked in Galilee, faith in his healing
power brought about mighty miracles. He is just the same
today. When the hand of faith touches the hem of his garment, connection is made with the healing energy of his
abundant spiritual life, and again mighty works are done.
From letters received by the Society of Silent Unity
we have taken the following evidences that the law through
which faith operates is eternal, and can be set into action as
easily today as it was two thousand years ago:
I Willi Be Thou Whole
Laconia, N. H.—The hemorrhages are cured and my lungs are
healed. Only God can know how thankful I am for all you have
done for me.—Mrs. C. N. C.
Lot Angeles, Cal.—I praise Cod and pour out my heart in gratitude to you for what you, through the loving kindness of the Father,
have done for my poor afflicted daughter.
I am astonished at the
rapid healing of my daughter's leg. When I wrote you it looked as
if nothing could save it. She had begged to be sent to the hospital to
have it taken of, and in my extremity I turned to you, asking jrour
help, and praise God, it came. I can hardly as yet realize it.—
AY. E. D.
Crave City. Ohio.—A short time ago I wrote for treatment for a
bad case of throat trouble. Specialists had said that it was absolutely
necessary to have a serious operation performed. I put them off, and
instead of having throat and tonsils all cut up, I sent word to you, and
before my letter reached you I became better and continued to improve
until now my throat is about well. While my throat was being healed,
I had a severe attack of stomach trouble. I hurriedly wrote you and in
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a few day> all muery disappeared and I can eat anything. I praise
God for his goodness to me.—E. H.
St. Louis, MO.—I feel that I am relieved of the appendicus.
I am so grateful to the Creator. I am now going out into the sunlight
and realizing that health is my inheritance always. It is not necessary
to continue treatments, as I am healed.—F. C. D.
/Comas City, Kan.—I wrote you two months ago for treatment for
rheumatism. I am completely cured and am getting stronger all the
time. The Lord has wonderfully blessed me. I can't tell how much
Unity has done for us. W e are growing stronger in our faith and are
praising Cod all the time.—Mrt. R. S.
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.—I cabled to you for help for
Miss H., and praise God it came and she is quite restored. The need
was most urgent, as she was showing forth signs of quick consumption.
—A.
H.
Oxnari, Cal.—I took up the study of Truth about a year ago
to save my life after the doctors had given it up. Thanks to God, I
am well and strong, and I believe, advancing spiritually very fast. I
am able to help others and have helped many. I enjoy UNITY very
much.—Mn. J. T.
Schenectady), N. Y.—About six weeks ago I wrote you for treatments for a very serious ear trouble from which I suffered intensely.
I am happy to say that I am entirely well. Once, while suffering
intense pain, my daughter brought me some quieting powders. Not
wishing to take them, I placed one of the healing leaves in UNITY OP
my face and almost instantly fell asleep and did not waken until rooming. I have been spiritually strengthened, too. I have taken a number
of subscriptions to UNITY on the Prosperity Bank plan. While all
have received good, some results were marvelous.—L. N. O.
Tally, N. Y.—Two weeks ago today we wrote you, asking for
help for Miss E . D., who was very ill with tuberculosis. Within two
days she was decidedly belter and she is getting stronger every day.—
B. B. W.
St. Louis, Mo.—I am healed of the bowel trouble and also extreme debility, and am as well as can be. The Truth has done wonders
for me.—Mn. S. A. E.
Adair, III.—I am a little early with my report, but I am feeling
so much better, and am so thankful and happy thai I feel that I most
tell you of it. For about nine months I have had a sore throat which
continually got worse, and when I wrote to you for treatments, I could
scarcely eat or drink and would dread each meal. Now, I am thankful
to say, the soreness has entirely gone and I can eat and drink without
discomfort.—/. / . C.
Highmorlh, North Battle for J, 5ast>.—Some time ago I wrote asking treatments for my son C , who was very sick. H e began to recover
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almost immediately after my letter wa> potted and now it completely
cured. I feel that I can never express my sincere gratitude for the
help you have been to all of ut. The change in mytelf hat been truly
wonderful; at any other time I would have been completely prostrated
about C , but I teemed to be lifted up by Divine Power above all
worry about him, and retted in the atturance that all would be well
with him. My husband and little ton W. are both very much improved.
We are all learning more and more each day of thit beautiful truth;
even my little five-year-old girl can repeat a great many affirmations.
UNITY it read before anything else in our home.—M. A. B.
Tope^a, Kan.—I asked you for help for a serious bladder trouble.
Improvement began with the first treatment and I am entirely healed.
The help I received from the Father, through you, marked a milestone
in my life. Have gained more than perfect, bounding health; I have
gained spiritually, and my good will and best wishes go out to you
daily.—C. £ .
Si. LOUU. MO.—Hardly had I asked your help when I felt that
we were unified in Spirit. The healing of my face it another manifestation of the healing power of God, which hat done much for me
in other ways. I am a new person.—A. C.
Cotur d'AUnc. Idaho.—Yesterday I wrote you that one of my sons
was tick with a very bad throat. Last night when I left him I gave
him your little book of Instructions to Patients, and asked him to read
it. Today when I went to tee him, he met me with a smile and said
be was very much better. He said, "Mother, your little book did it."

—tin. C. C. S.
Net) Yor1( City.—How glad I am to write to ask you to discontinue treatments The change was very great and to marked at to almost mark the time when I felt you were treating me and holding me
in strong thought.—L. R. B.
Athtabula, Ohio.—A few weeks ago I wrote you for treatment
for a wart that was very sore and had the appearance of a cancer.
Even before I received your letter it was better and it almost gone.
—A. R.
Monrovia, Cal.—Since writing you I have had such a change in
my physical condition. My stomach ceased to give me trouble and
my bowels began to act naturally. I have experienced no trouble since
then. Thankfulness does not express my feelingt. I cannot tell when
I have felt so well.—£. L. H.
Lot Angela. Cal.—A few weeks ago I sent a telegram asking
for treatment for a friend of mine who had an accident, falling from a
car. I write today to say that she hat been wonderfully healed. The
lame night I telegraphed she was healed of vomiting and headache,
and constipation, after being bound in bowels for about a week. I
do not know whether the telegram had reached you, but I do know that
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He says, "Before they call I will antwer." We cannot expreaa our
very deep gratitude for your bletted minittry.—Mrs. N. B. L.
Sunman, Ind.—It it with a heart full of gratitude that I write
you. Our little girl had been very tick, and my husband decided to
call in a doctor. I wrote to you and asked him to mail it on hit way
to the doctor. When he left home the had a very high fever and was
in great pain. When he returned three hourt later, the wat free from
all pain and the fever wat gone. The swelling in her face began to
go down, and by the afternoon she could tee out of the eye that had
been swollen shut. There wat no return of fever or pain. I had been
holding health thoughts for her but when the grew worse I called oa,
you.—L. T.
Topt^a, Kan.—About a month ago I wrote to you asking for help,
at I have been a sufferer for a long time and doctors have done me
no good. I now write with a heart full of thankfulness for my recovery. I am able to be up all the, time and feel that I do not need
further treatments.—M. A. N.
Havana, III.—About a month ago I wrote to yon in regard to my
titter who had fitt. Since you began treating her, the hat not had any
symptoms even, and feels better than the hat in months.—R. C.
Arthur, III.—My mother, whom you have been treating for •
burned hand, wishes me to tell you to discontinue the treatment, aa
her hand it quite well. She says to express to you her gratitude, aa the
hand wat very badly burned and blood-poisoning wat feared. Two
days after writing you it wat almost well, and hat given her no further
trouble.—/. C. B.
San Jose, Cal.—I have found health through Troth at you teach,
it. You may discontinue treatments, as I am entirely cured and I am
deeply thankful.—E. S.
Venice, Cal.—I want to thank you for the help Mrs. B. received
from your treatment. In leu than three hourt after we tent you the
telegram she was so much better that the could lie down and the terrible pain had all left her. When we tent to you for help the could
scarcely gel her breath and could not lie down at all, and, in addition,
had a very high fever. She improves daily. There it a peace and
quietness in the home that has never been there before.—L. F.
Lot Angela, Cal.—My husband is healed. I watched him suffer terrible pain all day Sunday. On Monday yon received my letter asking for help, and on Tuesday he wat very much better, aad
today he it at work. He rejoices with me in the healing and we praise
God.—E. A.
Crystal Falls, Texas.—Some time ago we wrote you for treatment
for our daughter for tontilitit. Her recovery was immediate. We are
grateful to you. She is now the picture of health and it going to
school.—M. C. T.
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Short Beach, Conn.—Your treatment! have quickened me mentally and spiritually. I am so thankful and happy.—A. L. S.
Vernon, B. C.—I find your Concentration Leaf a power of
blessing, both to myself and to others. It has soothed a racking toothache for my daughter and has strengthened my boy's eyesight.—
A. C. E.
Laming, Mich.—I am glad and I want you to rejoice with me,
too, that I am much improved; yes, I can say I am well, and I give
Cod all the praise and glory for the wonderful work done in me.—
K.K.
Spartanburg, S. C.—I write to say that little H. is quite recovered from scarlet fever. In fact, she was not ill but a day or two.
I am truly grateful for your help.—/. C. R.
Seymour, Texas.—Some time ago I wrote asking for treatments
for myself and husband. I write with a thankful heart to tell you that
my husband is well. I have found the true light and feel infinitely
better.—Mrt. C. W. P.
Lowell, Mich.—I am happy to report that all the bowel trouble
has gone and I feel as free in that respect, as I ever did in my life.
Thanks be to God.—L. P. H.
Kansas City, Mo.—I am pleased to say that my eyes are getting
stronger every day, and I am truly thankful.—M. C.
Portland, Maine.—I wrote you about three weeks ago concerning
my father's eyes. He has not had a bit of trouble since I wrote you.
You may discontinue the treatments. We are both very grateful.—
M. C. B.
Canton, Ohio.—I must tell you, dear Unity, that my husband
whom you treated a year ago has never had a bad day since he went
into business last May. The cure was perfectly wonderful, and I
thank and praise God every day for his mercy and love for us.—Mrs.
W. H. C.
Berkeley. Cal.—I telegraphed you for treatment and the healing
was perfect. I cannot ezpreu the blessing your literature has brought
me, God is blessing your efforts, and we are beginning to understand.—Mrs. 0 . M. B.
Xenia, Ohio.—I write to let you know that I am entirely recovered from my recent illness. I am certainly very grateful to you,
and do praise the Lord for his goodness.—Mrs. F. W.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—I am very glad to say that I have been entirely cured of the headaches about which I wrote you and am feeling better in other ways. I am more than thankful.—M. F. J.
Kansas City, Mo.—I wrote to you some time ago in regard to my
limbs. I was suffering with what was called rheumatism, and was going around with two canes. Now I can get along without them, and
I am thankful.-D. R. B.
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Cranile City, III.—I feel to changed that I can scarcely believe
that I am the tame person. I appreciate your letters so much.—M.
M.L.
Columbia, Ohio.—Some time ago I wrote and asked for treatment
for rhuematism and inability to walk; in a short time I was walking
and have not suffered any since.—A. 5.
Forest Parl(, III.—I wish to say that your treatments have done
me good, and I can see again as well as ever.—C. 5.
Dayton, Ohio.—I am happy to report that my mother is much
belter. In fact, I knew she was better soon after sending you the telegram.—D. L. F.
Arvada, Colo.—I wish to tell you how fast my husband is improving in every way. He does not seem to be the same man.—Mrs.
C. D. W.
Lorain, Ohio.—E., for whom we asked treatment, is perfectly
well and is playing out in the snow. As soon as you began treating
her, her hearing became normal and the bowels began to work naturally.—D. S.
Florence, Colo.—Mrs. S. P., for whom I asked treatments, is
fully recovered. It was a surprise to every one, but especially to the
doctor. He doesn't understand yet how it was. I thank you for your
help.—Mrs. Wm. B. H.
Portsmouth, Ohio.—I wrote to you a few weeks ago in regard
to my feet, and I want to tell you that the morning after receiving
your letter I could walk as well as ever.—M. H.
Terre Haute, InJ.—My husband is very much better. He is now
able to sit up and do some writing in connection with bis business.
I cannot say how thankful I feel at his wonderful improvement, but
I have given thanks and shall continue to praise the "Giver of all
good" for his goodness to me and mine.—/. C. / .

I Will; Be Thou Prosperous
Seattle, Wash.—I wrote to you appealing for help along prosperity lines, and before the letter was posted the phone rang and I was
called to go to work in my favorite line. For months I had not been
able to get work and now it comes in steadily.—M. W.
Rutland, Vermont.—The money I needed came just in time and
I am grateful to our Father and to you for your help. The demoastration was wonderful.—M. E. C.
Vancouver, B. C.—Your prosperity treatments are bringing blessings in many ways.—R. J. I.
Champaign, III.—It is with deepest gratitude that I write to yon
tonight. Our place is sold and the burden of keeping it up is taken
from us.—Mrs. W. A. C.
Craflon, Pa.—I thank you for your prosperity treatments. I had a
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fine Christmas financially, and in the spirit of the day. The money
which came to me lifted quite a load of debt from my shoulders and
gave me courage to go ahead with renewed energy.—B. E. C.
Danville, III.—Am happy to say that through the word, spoken
by you, we now have the two rooms rented about which I wrote you.
Also, the rumors of change in the office have died out and I feel safe
and more settled through your prayer, and know that we have been
prospered through Unity, for which I am certainly thankful to God.
One of the grandest demonstrations I have yet had, came on Christmas Day, when my music instructor told me that I would be given a
year's instructions gratis. I am holding the thought of power in my
throat and know that I am improving, as there can but One Voice
find expression through jne and that is already perfect.—L. V. W.
Tacoma, WaA.—Our affairs are looking more prosperous than
they have for years. You told me that my confidence would be rewarded. Those were words of Truth. My eyes are opened to the
wonderful Truth of Life. I have had a wonderful uplift. Harmony
is being restored in my home and I give thanks and rejoice continually.—A. A. F.
Delia, Colo.—We asked, and before we got through asking we
received. In six days from the time we wrote you, we found two men
and the business was all fixed up without a hitch. This is certainly remarkable to us, knowing as we do all the circumstances and conditions.
We fully realize that without the help of the All-Good it would have
been impossible. We feel very grateful.—Mrs. W. W. D.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Your wonderful help has filled Miss D's house
full and put everything to rights there, and I thank you heartily.—
M.M.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The good you have done oaf little family is
truly wonderful. We were very strong in our desire to buy this little
home. It seemed rather a big undertaking for a schoolteacher, but
every step has been opened to us in a wonderful manner.—S. F. F.
Bellevood, Neb.—You may discontinue treatments for my
brother, as he has obtained a position. He is feeling and looking fine.
—E. C. E.
Ne» York. Citg.—The position I secured was just what I needed
at the time, but was not congenial as to environment. Every day, many
times a day, I thanked the Father for the environment and refused to
see what did not appeal to me. Yesterday I learned of a position
waiting for me, which is the one I should have chosen of all others,
and my heart is full of gratitude to you for the help you have been
in teaching me the Law of Faith.—A. L. L.
Chadron, Neb.—I must write you that things have changed considerably for the better since I wrote before. My husband's difficulty
has been settled as it justly should be.—E. S.
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Chicago, III.—Everything it much brighter. My rooms are (lied,
and some people who have owed me money for months have begun to
pay me. God hat surely bletted me.—E. E. T.
Chicago, III.—About a year ago I asked you for help for my tot
in making a change in his business. Almost before you received my
letter a good change came.—Mrs. C. E. C.
Chicago, III.—I wrote you last Sunday and asked yon for treatments for several things; one was for a position that I was desirous
of obtaining. On Tuesday I not only secured it, but went to work
at a salary that I never dared to dream of. I also asked to be cored
of insomnia and a bad disposition. I slept beautifully last night, aad
_ I have not been irritable or disagreeable once today, and that is
"fine.—C. M. S.
Harruonvillc, Mo.—Almost immediately after writing yon for
help in renting my houses I had word that one of them was rented.
— L . W. B.
LinJberg, Wash.—Since writing you for treatments for prosperity I have been so very busy that I have not had time to write. We
are all well, healthy, and happy, and we have paid off a whole lot
of our debts.—C. L.
Salina, Kans.—I wrote asking for treatments to sell a lot some
lime ago. It was sold yesterday. The party that bought it said that
he could not think of any other lot than ours, although a great many
more were offered him.—Mrs. L. S.
Waulregan, /{/.—Some few weeks ago I wrote you requesting
treatments for prosperity. I mailed the letter about seven p. m. and
began to get results immediately, and they still continue.—H. P.
Brummie!;, Ca.—Since I wrote to you some months ago asking
for help to secure work, I have been very fortunate. I now have a
permanent position, and all during the summer I was never without
work, excepting for a few days.—F. M. S.
Milvauliee, Wis.—I wrote some time ago for treatments for my
husband's health and for prosperity. I don't think the letter had left
the posto&ce before my husband became better, and the prosperity it
coming our way, too.—Mrs. O. C.
Dayton, Ohio.—I wrote you for treatments for prosperity, and
in five days I exchanged my city property for a farm, with good
results. Last January I became a vegetarian, and since then have had
perfect health.—H. L. W.

I Will; Be Thou Free
Santa Barbara, Cal.—I think the Unity thought is the most practical and beautiful ttating of the religion of Jesus Christ ever given to
die world. I am using the precious truth daily and have dismissed die
tobacco habit, after a bondage of ten years. My physical health is
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steadily becoming more abundant and I am getting cloeer to the center
of mmg*. When I looked at the illuminated text in UNITY today my
heart leaped, for it wa* the one that ha* been in my cootcioiuaen for
many days. I mutt have caught it from the silence, and I am to glad.
I am full of gratitude for the many biasing* that have come to me
through your teaching*.—7*. H. L.
Spalding, Idaho.—I am a reader of UNITY and enjoy it very
much. Since I began reading it I have been able to cease chewing
tobacco, after twenty-five year* continued use, and what teem* strange
to me is that I seldom think of it.—O. F. R.
Seymour, Texat.—My son, whom you treated for the drink habit,
hat not drank a drop since you treated him. I had a letter from him
yesterday and he said, "Mother, I have had all kind* of whiskey offered to me but I have no desire to drink."—M, A. R.
Pittiburg, Pa.—I with to thank you for your successful efforts in
my drinking habit. I can say that I am unfettered, unbound and triumphant, and feel like one of God's own creature*. I feel better in
every way and everything ha* a different coloring than of old.—A.
H. C.
Omaha, Nth.—I can't tell you how thankful I am for what you
are doing for my husband. He hasn't touched liquor since you commenced to treat him.—A. W.
Collage Lake, Waih.—It is with great joy that I am able to tell
you that my boy ha* given up the lobacco habit. I think it wa* about
two day* after I had written you that he said he was going to give up
smoking. He ha* often tried before, but was so nervous and irritable
mat be always commenced again. But now he say* he has no inclination to smoke and never will again. He seems very happy mat it
is so.—D. B.
Pendleton, Ore.—My brother ha* not drank a drop of liquor for
two months, and yesterday he told me that he never would again, a*
be has lost all desire. He looked so well and young and happy that my
heart sang within me and I thanked God again, and you thai have
helped me so often.—T. M. S.

I Will; Be Thou Renewed
Toronto, Can.—Words fail when I attempt to describe the great
spiritual change which ha* so quietly come over all of us in the past
nine month*. There i* today no groping. I walk with confidence in
the Father'* guidance, and the knowledge that perfect health and
perfect peace are mine now, because I am at-one with the Father
within me. I realize now that a* I appreciate and use with a thankful
heart the abundance of good thing* at hand, more is always coming.
Thi* restful love attitude influences every one and everything, and I
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see evidences of iti quiet constructive work constantly bringing decided changes.—M. S.
Smiley, Texas.—As a mind-builder your teaching if unequaled,
and without pure and healthy minds we cannot have pure and healthy
bodies. The teachings of UNITY lead one away from the gross temporal things to the refined and spiritual. I rejoice to tell you that I
am well and active and able to do much needed work now.—5. D. L.
South Norwood, Ohio.—This certainly is a happy new year for
me, the first after knowing you. Everything is going along nicely for
us and old fears seem half-forgotten nightmares. There are no words
at my command that express half the great heart-thanksgiving yoa
have made possible to us. My boy, too, is entirely well.—F. S.
Sterling, Colo.—I am still growing in the knowledge, and receiving more light every day. Sometimes I feel as did Zachariah when
the angel spoke to him, dazed and dumb. What I am getting now
is what I have been seeking after for the past twelve or fourteen years.
In the seeking I dipped into the wrong place, but, thanks to God, I
have at last found the right fountain to drink from.—H. E. N.
Ne» York, N- Y-—I wish to express to you my gratitude for me
benefits I have received since becoming a member of the Society of
Silent Unity. I am sure that I will continue to progress and that my
own will come to me. God will surely bless your wonderful work.—
C. Z. K.
UNITY
Oldham, S. D.—I hardly know how or where to begin, there is so
much I could tell of spiritual experience of late, but doubtless none of it
would be new to you. I could never heartily deny the existence of
disease or inharmony until very recently. One day while meditating
on Paul's statement, "There is a natural body and there is a spiritual
body," the whole meaning became clear to me. Of course the spiritual
body is perfect throughout, and by persistently looking for that and no
other, I can affirm perfection and deny the reality of disease. One
of the frequent sayings in UNITY, "God in the midst of me," overwhelmed me with exaltation and humility (there is a paradox for you).
I know you will not be surprised at the favorable report from mother.
Her inharmony and disease grow less and less from day to day, and
we are indeed grateful.—/. F.
Wakefield, Mau.—I am beginning now, as never before, to understand the spiritualization of the body. The hour of nine o'clock is
held as sacred for prayer, and the blessed words which you have sent
me give peace to my sometimes troubled soul. UNITY is a great comfort to me and I never open its pages but I thank the Eternal Goodness
for the many, many inspiring words which it contains. Even the covers
give cheer and are illuminated with an inner meaning.—C. P. DeW.
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The editor does not underlal(t to ansver all questions submitted
to this deportment. Many of them have been considered again and
again in UNITY, and most of them require a fuller explanation than
can be given in this limited space. The fundamental truths of this
Science should be studied systematically by every one t>ho has a desire
to bjiow the Lav of Life. We recommend the various books and
courses of study mentioned in the Publishers' Department of this magazine.
I am following direction* in affirming life, strength and power,
and the result* are peculiar. When I *ay, "I am power," my arm*
get tlrong, and when .1 affirm strength, I can (eel it in my itomach.
Why i* Ihu? • • •

All organs or parts of the body are manifest forms of
the powers of mind. These powers of mind are made
manifest through the thinking faculty, whose instrument is
the Word. The imagination forms or locates these powers.
The belief that the Supreme Source of All-Power, God,
is outside of yourself, is weakening. Hence always see and
try to realize that God is within you and that his Spirit and
life flow along vibratory lines produced by your words.
This is literally true, and you will find by persistent experiment that every organ and part of the body is the showing
forth of words, and that they will consciously respond to
words of different character. By practice along this line
you will find that you can infuse life, strength, or whatever
character or potency you desire, into any part of your body.
Sandow, the noted strong man, has practiced this power of
the word until he has made every muscle literally alive with
the essence of strength, and he sits by the hour silently
"flecking his muscles," as he has named it This is Mental Science—the control of the body by the intellect through
the power of the word or conscious thought. The next step
is to make the connection of the intellect with God, through
faith, then the vord becomes alive with a higher, more enduring potency that opens out the whole man into his real
being.
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But don't forget that the body and all its organs are
subject to your word and will obey it You must not only
know God consciously, but you must also know that you
are all alive in him and he in you. "I in thee and thou in
tf
me.
For practical work center your mind on the part of the
body you wish to reach and declare it filled with the light
of God.
A lame back and a weak stomach will always respond
to a persistent holding of the words, "I am strong and vigorous in spiritual life and strength."
Thus, every organ of the body being under direct control of the mind, you see how very careful you should be
with your words. The stomach is especially susceptible to
mental anxiety or worry, and when it becomes disturbed,
the ignorant intellect talks about "my weak stomach," and
thus adds to its burden; until a chronic case of dyspepsia is
developed. The wise man says: "God reigns; there is perfect harmony in heaven; I am in heaven with the Father;
all is well." And to his stomach: "The discords of the intellect no longer disturb you. You are strong and steady in
your vigorous work."
Don't forget that everything in the universe is alive,
has intelligence, and will respond to your word. Be persistent and cultivate your faith in God, for upon this depends
the permanency of your work. God is Love, and Love is
harmony, and harmony is heaven.
•
»
»
•
It the Bible the Word of God? • • •

That the Hebrew Scriptures are not the Word of God
referred to so often by Jesus is strongly emphasized in John
5:38, 39: "Ye have not his word abiding in you: for
whom he sent, him ye believe not. Ye search the scriptures,
because ye think that in them ye have eternal life; and these
are they which bear witness of me." In the King James
version the word "Ye" is omitted, making it appear as a
command on the part of Jesus to search the Scriptures, and
it is so frequently quoted at the present day by those who
y Google
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believe in the letter and not in the Living Word. Instead
of commending the study of the Scriptures, Jesus, in this
instance, very plainly points out the error of those who depend upon diem alone as a guide into eternal life. It is
popularly supposed that Jesus sanctioned the Old Testament and in some manner authorized the New, yet there is
absolutely no authority for such supposition; on the contrary,
he said that the Father would send the Spirit of Truth which
would be a perfect guide and lead into all Truth.
The Scriptures are a guide to those who have not yet
come into conscious realization of this Living Word of God,
and the Spirit of Truth does sanction the Bible as the
shadow of which if is the substance. But let him who believes that die shadow is the substance beware. This is the
"letter that killeth," and that it does its work thoroughly,
let a dead and dying Christian world testify.
Thousands ask, "How shall we find this Living Word
of God, and can it be made palpable to the consciousness?"
Certainly it can, and every one who looks for it within himself will find it It is not a vague abstraction, but an absolute entity that flows into the soul and impinges upon the
brain with a distinctness that is startling. As substance it
bears the same relation in the realm of ideas that electricity
does in the realm of physics. It is the Book of Life, and
every word in it is a living entity that speaks to the soul.
The time is not far distant when those who have opened
their interiors to the Living Word of God shall hear it as
fine voice, and they will be moved to act in concert and harmony, though widely separated. It will become so at-one
with them that when they write, its sonorous vibrations will
go with the printed word, and he who reads will hear the
voice of him who wrote. It will so illuminate the pictures
of the artist who incorporates it into his soul, that the scenes
he depicts will not be flat canvas, but living, moving objects.
In music it will accompany with an invisible choir the voice
of one who has made its acquaintance. It will speak health,
strength and immortal life into these temples which we call
the body. They shall no longer be limited to time and
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space, but with the lightning's speed this Living Word will
transport them to the ends of the earth. "The vordi that
I speak unto you, they are Spirit, and they are life."
This Spirit of Truth does not come into the consciousness at one fell swoop, but it is a gradual inflowing; first a
little trickling stream springing up from the depths within,
which must be welcomed by the prayer of thanksgiving unto
the Father. Then its volume will increase gradually from
day to day and year to year.
•
*
•
•
Will you kindly explain the 23d Psalm? Il is to beautiful to
me. I would like to read someone else's idea—what and how they
explain it, and how it is revealed to them.—Mri. R. C. L.

In our interpretation of the Bible we remove the character, the incidents and the teachings from the realm of externals to that of the individual consciousness. Reading the
23d Psalm in this light we find the Lord to be the Christ,
indwelling in the soul of man, which supplies all good unto
us, ( 1 ) and like a shepherd caring for his sheep, looks to
it that we experience no lack of thoughts pure, good, true
and lovely. ( 2 ) Through the Christ we rest in the abundance of sure supply (green pastures), and are led in ways
of pleasantness and all our paths are peace (the still waters).
( 3 ) The soul or mind is restored, or made new again, by
the right thoughts which we entertain, and through right
thinking we progress to right living by the power for which
the name Jesus Christ stands. ( 4 ) Old erroneous thoughts
and beliefs in taking their departure may leave a shadow for
a time, but we know it is not a reality, only a shadow, and
we fear not, for the word of Truth in our hearts sustains and
comforts us. ( 5 ) Should adverse thoughts assail us they
find no lodgment in our hearts, for we are filled (fed) with
the Truth, consecrated (anointed) to the service of Truth,
and our realization of the indwelling wisdom, love, power,
life, fills us to overflowing with joy and gladness.
(6)
With this realization we know that all good is ours now and
always. *
Not long ago the editor of UNITY, in a spirit of levity,
or raillery, published a parody on this Psalm, and some of
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our readers took him seriously and wrote him caustic letters.
Which goes to prove that serious people should be careful
how they smile in public, especially if the smile involves anything the world has counted holy.
*
#
#
*
When you speak of holding a thought, do you mean to continue
to repeat it as if talking to yourself, or think, or try to hold it in the
mind without speaking it?—F. Me.

Both, if you are where you can speak aloud. The
best results are obtained by having a certain place to which
you can retire, and sitting in the same chair at the same hour
each day, concentrate your mind upon the thought or statement you wish to hold for the accomplishment of your desire.
First, silently take it up word by word, and seek the inner
meaning of each word; then take it as a whole, and dwell
upon its meaning. Next, speak it aloud at least three times,
slowly, after which again silently repeat it with a realizing
sense that your word has gone forth with power, and that
which you desire is nov yours—and give thanks.
•
*
•
*
Your doctrine about the redemption of the body sounds like the
teaching of Paul, "Ye are the temple of God," but my Christian
Science friends say this is pantheism. I would like to know how to
answer them. If I quote St. Paul to them, they say Paul had no
reference to the body—he referred to the real man and not to the
body. • • •

The visible fleshy form is not all of the body, but
merely the outer crust There is a radiant body, of which
the flesh is the less active particles, but is all included in the
temple, and every Christian Scientist admits this by his expectation of bodily healing through mind treatments. It is
power over the body that we are all seeking through manipulation of thoughts in the mind. Jesus said, "Destroy this
temple, and in three days I will raise it up. . . . But he
spake of the temple of his body" (John 2:19, 2 1 ) . When
he was raised from the dead, his disciples remembered that he
said this, and believed. Wasn't it his body that was crucified, and raised from the dead? Paul says, "Even we
ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption,
to wit, the redemption of our bod])" (Romans 8 : 2 3 ) .
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Again in Romans 8:11, Paul says, "But if die Spirit of
him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that
raised up Christ Jesus from the dead shall also quicken your
mortal bodies through his Spirit that dwelleth in you."
Again, I Cor. 6:19: "Know ye not that your body is the
temple of the Holy Ghost?" Then die whole matter is
summed up, and the question fully answered in I Then.
5:23: "And the God of peace himself sanctify you wholly;
and may your spirit and soul and body be preserved entire
without blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ."
Yet flesh and blood cannot enter the kingdom of heaven.
It is not this present form of body that is to enter the heavenly
state, because it is under the limitation of the carnal mind,
which causes it to be subject to material laws, which include
corruption. Through the quickening of the Spirit, and the
application in thought of right understanding, the life and
substance which enter into these mortal bodies will be redeemed, and a new, radiant, glorified body formed after the
Divine Image. This process is constantly going on in die
bodies of those who are in the understanding of the Truth
of Being, and it may be intensified by careful adherence in
thought and act to spiritual ideas. It is not necessary to
deny the body as a whole in order to resurrect it; it is only
necessary to deny its mortal limitations. Then affirm for it
the radiant freedom of Spirit, and you have fulfilled the
law of redemption.
•
» ' •
•
I sec that you do not do charity work in your Silent Unity healing, but expect everybody you treat to give something in return. I
have not found in the Bible where Jetut or hi* disciples naked anything for their services. Why should you? • • •

• We are striving with all our might to relieve spiritual
work of the commercial bondage which is burdening it in
many directions; therefore, we do a free-will offering ministry. We put no price upon it whatever, but let the Spirit
of Justice in each one move them to give as they receive.
We are accused frequently of cultivating die poverty idea
in our patients, because we make no charges. W e realize
as fully as any one that there is a wide-spread mortal error
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which may be termed, "The-gettmg-of-something-for-nothing" disease. We are trying to erase this disease, instead
of putting it into the commercial "straight jacket," which
those who are making regular charges for healing are doing.
W e have much to contend with in this wide-spread
error, that Jesus and his disciples did not receive compensation for their services. We are told in Luke 8:2, 3, that
"certain women which had been healed . . . Mary, Joanna
and Susanna, and many others, which ministered unto them
of their substance." Mary poured $300 worth of ointment
on his feet at one time, and he rebuked those who criticized
her extravagance. He was asked to wedding feasts, and
invited himself to the board of the wealthy Zaccheeus. Jesus
did not even ask for his just compensation, but boldly took
it whenever he had need. He went into the field with his
disciples and they helped themselves to the grain; he ordered
his disciples to go and take an ass and colt when he wished
to ride; he appropriated the upper room for his feast, and
demanded that it be prepared. The early followers of Jesus
demonstrated the community idea by having all things in common, as stated in the first chapter of Acts. They carried
out to the letter, "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness
thereof." In the face of this Scripture testimony of lavish
compensation to Jesus and his disciples, it is right opposed
to facts to claim that they did not receive pay for their
services.
Jesus said, "The laborer is worthy of his hire." It
is evident that he received compensation for his services, because he lived, and lived well, and the Scriptures do not
recite that he did any labor during his three yean' ministry.
He was feasted and sumptuously entertained by those he
helped, on every side. We are told of his seamless robe,
and it is evident that he was supplied with rich raiment at
the hands of those to whom he ministered. He said,
"Freely ye have received, freely give." Paul said that
those to whom spiritual things were given, should not feel
offended if temporal things were asked in return.
There is, or should be, a certain unity and balance
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between the spiritual and material in every walk of life.
Under the Mosaic Law one-tenth of every man's income
was devoted to the support of the temporal needs of those
who were doing spiritual work. Thus we might say that
those who are engrossed in the temporal, devote nine-tenths
of their efforts to material needs, and one-tenth to spiritual,
while those who have given themselves up to spiritual work
devote one-tenth to the material and nine-tenths to the spiritual, thus between the two a balance is established.
We have in our Silent Unity Society over 2 0 , 0 0 0
members. Many of these no doubt think that we are doing
a work in which our compensation in some way comes out of
the air. To dispossess this idea we find it necessary to now
and then make very definite statements of our position on the
compensation point.
Our Society of Silent Unity work is not in the field
of merchandise at all. We send no bills, keep no books,
and hold no one in our debt W e only ask that the just and
equitable law of compensation be established in our ministry. But the Lord shows us clearly that the people must
be educated in this law, and learn to be just, because they
love to give as they receive. There is no compulsion whatever and we lay no burden upon any one. The widow's
mite is just as welcome as the millionaire's dollars, and we
give the spiritual word to one as freely as to the other. But
no one can make us believe that he is so poor that he
can give no equivalent for our services. Part of our work
is to heal people of this idea of poverty, which is a mental
disease, a material limitation, which can be denied and
erased from the mind, as Jesus told the blind man to wash
the clay from his eyes. The first step in this process is to
deny the idea of poverty, and then fulfill the law in the
realm of expression, by giving something right where you
thought you had nothing to give. Then affirm the unlimited
supply and support of God as yours, right now, and keep on
affirming until you set free the frozen ethers of thought-stuff
in your mental atmosphere. We have no charity patients
or poverty-stricken members in this Society. We see all as
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prosperous, and the God of prosperity smiles upon all of
those who crave, not riches, but the bounty of God from
day to day. "Give, and it shall be given unto you; good
measure, pressed down, shaken together, and running over,
shall men give into your bosom. For with the same measure
that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again."—
Luke 6:38.
SECRETARY KNOX PREDICTS DAY OF UNIVERSAL
PEACE
W e have reached a point where it is evident that the
future holds in store a time when wars shall cease; when
the nations of the world shall realize a federation as real and
vital as that now subsisting between the component parts of
a single state; when by deliberate international conjunction
the strong shall universally help the weak, and when the corporate righteousness of the world shall compel unrighteousness to disappear and shall destroy the habitations of cruelty
still lingering in the dark places of the earth. This is "the
spirit of the wide world brooding on things to come." That
day will be the millennium, of course; but in some sense and
degree it will surely be realized in this dispensation of mortal
time.—Secretary of State Knox, before the graduating students of the University of Pennsylvania.
I want to tell you of my beautiful thought Tonight
I was washing my dishes and was humming the tune Dennis,
when it occurred to me to use these words;
There's sight for you and me,
There's perfect sight for all;
There's sight for you, there's sight for me,
There's perfect sight for all.
As I sang these words I became filled with the Omnipresent Light, and I thought that if others who are trying
to demonstrate as I am over the loss of sight would sing it,
it would be a good treatment for them.—S. H.
The Light shineth in darkness.—John 1 :5-9.
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Mi*. Jamea Allen, who hat been attociated with her husband aa
editor of the magazine, The Epoch, published in llfracombe, F»gl-~l,
it now in tolc charge of the magazine and of all the woA which was
conducted by Mr. James Allen. Mr». Allen atkt for the loving support of all the readert of The Epoch. The March issue will be a
special number, with portrait of James Allen and reminiscences of hi*
Kfe and work. There has been a world-wide acquaintance with Mr.
Allen through the many books that he hat written. The highest ideal*
were always presented, and numberless people were lifted into better
and purer lives through hit inspiring messages. The book, "At a
Man Thinketh," hat caused thousands to turn away from the thought
which created adverse conditions, and to find satisfaction at a result
of the different character of thought to which they were awakened by
this little book.
In Helena, Mont., meetingt are held every Wednesday at the
home of Mrs. Roberts, 304 Broadway. The study of "Lessons in
Truth," by H. Emilie Cady, it proving mott helpful. Healing word*
are spokes for all desiring them.
The Silent Seventy department of the work at Unity Headquarters is doing excellent service in arousing an interest in its member*,
which often retulu in the organization of study classes and meeting
centers where the Truth may become more fully known and understood. A recent report from one of the members in Cleveland, Ohio,
states that one year ago three ladies met for the purpose of study, and
now, at the end of the year, seventeen members are enrolled and
regular meetings are held. Calls are coming to this class for help and
healing, and the prospects are bright for a larger work. Thit department is under the direction of Mr. Royal Fillmore.
The Divine Truth Center of Portland, Oregon, Rev. Thaddeus
M. Minard, pastor, hat added a rest and reading room to the Chapel
in the Selling-Hirsch Building. A circulating library it being established alto, and it it desired that all friends having books which they
are willing to donate to thit library would notify the pastor. The
Metaphysical Directory of February UNITY did not contain the full
address of thisflourishingCenter, and we lake this method of making
the correction. 65 Selling-Hirsch Bldg., 386% 'Washington St., is die
place where this good work is conducted.
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Rev. A. C. Crier, pattor of the Universalis! Church of Spokane,
Wash, has changed the name of the Church to "Universalis! Church
of Divine Science," and is preaching the Truth to his people every
Sunday and at various other services. He has also begun the publication of a monthly magazine called The Truth, the second number
of which is before us. The price of this little messenger of Troth is
fifty cents a year, and it is "a journal devoted to the cause of the
Divine Science of Universal inn—the whole Gospel for the whole man."
The Center of Practical Christianity in Rogers, Ark., reports that
the Society has been growing during the winter, many new members
being added to the list of faithful ones who originated the work in
that city. Some remarkable demonstrations of healing have been made
through the word spoken in the healing meetings, and the outlook for
the Center is very bright.
A Higher Thought Center has been organized in Litchfield, 111,
Mrs. Bertha M. Richards, leader. Meetings are held every two weeks
•t 1222 N. Illinois St.
Alfred Tomson, formerly of Omaha, Neb., has removed to S t
Louis, Mo, and is carrying on the Fellowship work in that city.
Services are held in Association Hall, 2520 Thurst Ave, Sunday
afternoons at 3 o'clock.
The friends of Rev. H. H. Schroeder, of the Church of Practical Christianity in St. Louis, Mo., will be glad to learn of the increasing success attending the Society under his able leadership. A
concert recently given by the choir of the Church was an event of
great interest and pleasure to the congregation and friends, and gave
evidence of the excellent training of the voices and the ability of the
choir to aid in the success of the whole work.
Henry Harrison Brown, editor of the Now magazine, published
in San Francisco, Cal, spent the month of February in Boston with
the Metaphysical Club, delivering lectures and giving lessons. He
expects to pass the month of March in Chicago and other western
cities on his homeward route.
A convention of the New England Federation of New Thought
Centers is to be held in Boston, March 19th and 20th. All public
meetings will be held in Huntington Chambers Hall, 30 Huntington
Ave, opposite the Public Library, on Copley Square.
The Unity Center in Springfield, Mass, has removed from 389
Main Street to 356, room 403, Besse System Bldg. The leader, Mrs.
Mary Margeson, reports very interesting meetings.
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SELF-INVESTMENT. By Orison Swell Marden. Published by
T. Y. Crowell & Co., New York City. Cloth, price $1,
pottage 10 cents.
In this latest book Dr. Marden emphasizes the point which we
Americans are so apt to overlook, that no other investment will yield
such satisfactory returns as the culture of our finer selves, the development of qualities that are crushed out or strangled if we permit oarselves to become mere money-chasers. Dr. Marden's helpful books
are meeting with well deserved appreciation, and we know that this
book will serve as a very valuable aid to everyone who is seeking to
build his own world in harmony with the divine laws of true living.
THE NEW TREATMENT OF THE MIND. By R. DemainGranger. Published by Bennet tt Co. (The Century Press),
London, England. Cloth, price $1.
Here we have a book full of practical, yet strongly spiritual,
teaching of truths which lead the reader from the mental stagnation,
which bound us with fetters of disease and inharmony, into freedom
and the joy of perfect life, health and plenty. In Truth man is not
under the dominion of anybody or anything, but because of false belief he has fallen into temporary ungodliness. This book shows the
way of redemption from undesirable conditions and how to work out
our life's problems.
GATEWAY TO THE BEAUTIFUL. By Mary A. Straub.
Published by the Justitia Publishing Co., Chicago. Paper,
price 50 cents.
The sub-title it "Soul Help," and the author has accomplished
her purpose in pointing the way to the satisfaction and beauties of the
life of the soul when manifest in perfect living. She says, "Man,
soul, mind and body, is the exponent of his own greatness," and then
proceeds to tell how that greatness may be brought forth. The book
is gotten out in dainty envelope edition, green and gold, and will
appeal to the good taste of the reader, both in style and in content*.
THE APOCALYPSE UNSEALED. By John M. Pryse. Published by John M. Pryse, 28 Charles St, New York City.
Cloth, price $2, postpaid.
The book of Revelation has ever been a mystery to Bible students,
but Mr. Pryse claims to have solved the puzzle and the result it the
book bearing the title as given above. According to his inlerpretaDigitized by V j O O S l C
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lion the Apocalypse is a manual of initiation, or spiritual development,
giving an analysis of the occult nature of man, mental, psychic and
spiritual, and of the processes of regeneration. Mr. Pryse says there
is not a word of history or prophecy in the book, but that it treats
solely of esoteric philosophy and psychology and presents the inner
doctrines of primitive Christianity. It is an unusual book, departing
boldly from the authorized version of the Revelation of St. John, "The
Initiation of Ioannes," at Mr. Pryse calls it. Any help to a more
perfect understanding of the inner meaning of the Bible will be welcomed by biblical students, and some unhesitatingly give a favorable
place among such helps to "The Apocalypse Unsealed."
TREASURE-BOX. By Imelda Octavia Shanklin. Published by
Unity Tract Society, Kansas City, Mo. Paper, artistically illustrated and generally beautiful, an envelope edition. Price
50 cents, postpaid.
A fascinating story for young girls especially, but full of interest
and helpfulness to readers with more mature minds. High spiritual
teaching is combined with the charm of a fairy story, producing an inspiration toward character building which causes faithful effort in being
true and living true lives. Everyone is delighted with this little book.
The reader is moved to emulate the unselfish life of Walin and not
to overlook the little service just at hand.
LIVING WATERS, or Rivers to the Ocean. By Charles Brodie
Patterson. Published by Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York
City. Cloth, price $120. postage 15 cents.
In his introduction the author says: "The object of this book is
to suggest to the minds of its readers ways and means whereby a
knowledge of the laws of life may to a degree be imparted, so that the
one seeking to know may later find fuller knowledge and realization in
his own life." He seeks to show that "there are simple and direct
ways for attaining every desire, end or purpose in life; that it is easier
to be well and happy than the reverse." A most excellent book to one
seeking the Way, the Truth and the Life.
T H E LIFE OF THE SOUL. By Walter Winston Kenilworth.
Published by R. F. Fenno & Co., New York City. Cloth,
price $1.
Mr. Kenilworth carries us with him into the very highest conception of life, that of the soul. We have learned much of philosophy, science and religion, but in this book we learn that, "When the
reality has once been seen, then all distinctions vanish; then it is realized that the goal of all paths is the same, and that science and philosophy, religion and social experience are all phases of life, which,
when fully developed, lead the seeker into the Ocean of the Soul."
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or renewal, when sent together, $2.
One three-years' subscription to one name for $2.
Three subscriptions to Canada one year, $2.75; three subscriptions to
foreign countries, $3. Kansas City, Mo., subscriptions, $135; three
subscriptions $3.
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just as it appears on the UNITY wrapper, and also state the old
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5th of the month.
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Owing to the fact that we have so many names on the UNITY
mailing list, it becomes necessary to ask subscribers making a change
of residence to notify us so that we may receive the notice by the 5th
of the month. Thus, if you change your address or expect to change
it before the 20th of April, you should send us the notice of change
by April 5th in order that you may not miss your April UNITY. We
will greatly appreciate the careful co-operation of all UNITY subscribers in this matter.
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I M P O R T A N T N O T I C E T O SUBSCRIBERS
When your subscription expires, renew at once,
using the blank inclosed in your final copy. If it
expires with this issue, your renewal should reach
us before the 5th of April, to avoid missing the
next number. Use money order if possible; but
bills or two-cent stamps may be sent at our risk.

Unity publications are on sale at the following places:
Aitmtia, Cat: Home of Troth, cor. Grand St. and Alameda AT«.
Batten: The Metaphysical Club, 30 Huntington Ave.; Mn. Alice
T. Homer, 12 Albemarle Chamber*, Albemarle St.; Mini
m I. Joslyn. 616 Blake Bldg.. 59 Temple Place.
Cfcieefo. III.: The Harriet W. Coolidge Room*. 419-420 U. S. Expro* Bldg, 58 W. Washington St.
Denver, Colo.: College of Dirine Science, 730 Seventeenth Are.;
Charles Edgar Prather. 3929 W. 38th Ave.
Detroit. Mich.: New Thought Alliance. 318 Woodward Aye.
Duluth. Minn.: New Thought Center, 1419 E. 3d St.
London. En$.: Power Book Co, 29 Lndgate Hill. London, E. C ;
Higher Thought Center, 10 ChenUtofi Garden*, W.
Lot Angela, Col.: Home of Truth, 802 S. Union Ave.; Metaphysical
Library, 611 Grant Bldg.; Whalani New* Agency, 233 S.
Spring S t
Louinille, Ro.: Kaufman-Straus Co., 5th Ave.
New Yor\ Cih>: Brentano'*, 5th Are. and 27th St.; Roger Bros,
429 6th Ave.; Unity Society of Practical Christianity, 305
Madison Are.
Oakland. Col.: Rett Reading Room* and Home, 719 Fourteenth St.
Philadelphia, Pa.: Unity Center, Preuer Bldg, 1714 Chestnut St,
rooms 408-410.
PortLou!, Ortt.: Jones'* Book Store, 284 Oak St.
Sacramento, Col: Home of Truth, 1235 I St.
Son Diego, Cat.: House of Blessing, 2109 Second St.
San Francisco, Cal.: Home of Truth, 1109 Franklin St.; Home of
Truth. 3099 California St.; Occult Book Co.. 1141 Polk St,
near Sutter.
San Jot, Cal.: Home of Truth, 144 North 5th St.
St. Loan, Mo.: H. H. Schroeder, 3557 Crittenden St.
SU Paul, Mint.: W. L. Beekman. 55 East 5th St.
rPWimgfon, D. C: Woodward & Lothrop, 10th. II th, and F Sts,
CmtnpbeUtovn, New South Wolet, Australia: H. P. L. Cardew.
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TO ALL CORRESPONDENTS

We have often explained to our readers that it is a great convenience to us to have communications for the healing department
kepi separate from those for the business department. Sometimes in
one letter there are orders for books and subscriptions, requests for
healing, inquiries about the Correspondence School, questions to be.
answered, and a few other things, and one hardly knows where to
begin to straighten it all out. Now that the Silent Unity Society is
in a separate building, a little care on the part of our correspondents
in preparing their communications to us would be appreciated more
than ever. We do not ask you to mail separate letters to all these
departments; mail for all should be addressed to Unity Building, 913
Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.; but if you will write to the various
departments on separate sheets of paper inclosed in one envelope,
giving your name and addreu in each case, we can sort them out when
they come, and pass them around where they belong. There will then
be no confusion, and many delays will be avoided. We thank our
friends in advance for their kind attention to this request.
PRACTICAL HELPS IN DEMONSTRATING SPIRITUAL
LAWS
People have always believed that there was a hidden power dial
would do marvelous things for those who found out the secret of using
it, but they have not thought il common to everybody. Now the law
underlying this power is being studied and applied, and all who use
their minds scientifically gel results. But the right use of the mind
is easier said than done.
The mind falls into habits of thought and repeats itself indefinitely.
The things that do appear come from the things that are not sees—
through the power of thought. Thought directs the inner life that
constructs the body, making it weak or strong, ugly or beautiful, in
accord with the thoughts that have been habitually repeated in the
mind for some millions of years.
There can be but one solution of this problem of life, which
rests upon thought, and that is that we must change our thinking. Anyone can demonstrate thai thoughts do produce changes in conditions,
and the law can be expanded to any extent. But men are like children, they must have simple lessons to begin with, and through these
simple lessons they grow into the more complex.
The Unity Society has sought in all directions for simple ways
lo demonstrate the power of thought in everyday life. The mind
expresses its thoughts in words and in their course words become imbued with a certain power. Therefore, both thoughts and words
must be trained. To this end mottoes, texts and pictures are aids in
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mental discipline. When the desire, whatever it may be, rises in the
soul, it should be given expression in the mind and affairs through
the right use of words. Thus the creative law is fulfilled and the
soul satisfied.
All our literature teaches the necessity of purification and righteousness as the first and greatest need of the soul, but we live in the
world and need temporal sustenance. The Divine Law can be carried
out in temporal things also. "Seek first the kingdom of God and his
righteousness and all these things shall be added unto you." "Make
friends with the mammon of unrighteousness." Do not for a moment
admit that God it not omnipotent in the universe. "The earth is the
Lord*! and the fullness thereof." Train your mind to handle the
everywhere-present Substance in building thought images of abundance and you will never lack. The Unity Prosperity Bank will help
you to drill your mind along these lines, not in saving through pinching economy, but in accumulating and aggregating in your thoughtatmosphere ideas of abundance, as you deposit day by day the silver
symbol.
Those who are trying this method write to us that they are well
satisfied with results. It won't cost you a cent to put it to the test.
Send for a Prosperity Bank, follow directions, and the Law will do
the rest..
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Orland, Cat.—I have received my certificate, and want to thank
you for it; also for your kindness to me and the words of encouragement while taking the Course of Lessons. I would not part with what
1 have learned, and the knowledge of my true inheritance. I miss
the work on the lessons very much. I am going over the entire twelve
once more.—/. M. F.
Bellingham, Wash.—This second lesson is certainly a fine statement of the Trinity—Mind, Idea, and Expression. I like the manner
in which you express the fact that God it Mind; that his offspring,
his Son, is the Idea, and that the expression or manifestation of the
Idea is the Holy Spirit.—D. W. F.
Cilroy, Cat.—I am returning Lesson Four. It helps greatly to
clear up some of the hitherto misunderstood facts in regard to the three
different planes of mind. Am enjoying it very much.—H. H. H.
Detroit, Mich.—I find your lessons very instructive and I am very
thankful that I have the privilege of studying them.—C. E. K.
Webster Craves, Mo.—I certainly feel the benefit of this study,
and cannot express the pleasure and profit I have had in preparing
the lessons.—F. A. R.
Denver, Colo.—I am learning something new from the lesson every
day. I enjoy it very much and I understand more and more of the
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goodness of Cod and of my relation to him. I am rejoiced to know
that 1 am beginning to see the light that grows brighter and brighter
unto the perfect day.—Mrs. A. R.
London W., England.—My eyes have recently been opened to
the importance of your methods of regeneration from a new standpoint. I have Lesson One of the Correspondence Coarse, and wiH
now study it afresh with renewed interest and zeal.—/. W. E.
Winter Hill, Mast.—1 am making use of Lessons One and Two
in my Sunday School class and they are doing good. I know that yon
will rejoice with me that the Word of Truth is being spread abroad.—

S.E.N.
UNITY READERS CONTINUE TO REJOICE

The following extracts are from recent letter*. They
represent the spirit that animates thousands of letters received at Unity Headquarters every month.
Believes In Passing the CooJ Along
St. Louis, Mo.—Having received so much help and comfort from
reading your publications, I tell all my friends who are ill or in
trouble of your grand work for the treatment of all mankind. All
who ask for the literature become regular subscribers.—Mrs, W. B. K.
Unity Inspire* Net* Strength
Kama* City, Mo.—I wish to express my appreciation of UNITY
and all it has done for my mother and myself. It has given us an
entirely new outlook, new health and strength to do our work, and
we give thanks every day for the blessings it has brought us.—Mia
M. E. W.
Unity Helps You to Knott Your Real Self
E. PlainfielJ, N. H.—I cannot do without the magazine. UNITY
has helped me to know myself and has shown me what God is, and
what relation I am to God and Jesus Christ my Savior. I never had
found out the living of life or what life was. Every time I read me
book I find what God wants me to do. O, that your work may go on
and that every soul may know its creator.—A. D. J.
Can Cet Along Belter With Unity
Roxbury, Man.—I thought 1 could get along without UNITY, bat
1 find I can get along better with it. so lake advantage of your kind
offer in blank No. 3.—Mrs. C. M. K.
Did Not Miss the Dime* Sated in Prosperity Bard;
Chicago, III.—Inclosed please find $1, the contents of my Prosperity Bank, for my subscription to the Weekly Unity. Did not miss
the dimes saved, and am sure the enjoyment derived from the reading
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of the little paper more than compensated. After reading diem I intend to paw diem along lo tome one el*e to they may enjoy them.
Cod Men you in your good work. Your* in faith,—Mr*. N. A.
Units Helps In the Working Out of Home Problem
New Or/com, La.—1 now renew the very welcome magaime
UNITY to my home. Indeed it ha* brought me much comfort in all
my affair*. You have helped me. La*t monlh my boy wa* very tick
and I aaked you for treatment and in a few day* he wa* well. I
certainly feel thankful to God and all the bleated Unity worker* for
the good they are doing. God blew you all.—Mrt. H. L.
Sanctified Common Seme
Vancouver, B. C.—Although I do not by any mean* agree with
everything printed in the UNITY, I have gained *o many idea* full of
what I might call tanctified common *en»e from it* page* that it i»
only fair lo take it for another year for it* good, and endeavor, by a
few good thought* for other* in thi* world, to repay for what I have
gained for mywlf.—H. A. S.
'
Think' Unity I, Worth More than One Dollar a Year
Kansas City, Mo.—I have increaied the *ub*criptioB price for
UNrrr to $2 a year—amount inclosed. If* my firm belief that the
fifty thousand UNITY reader* will follow my example and acknowledge
the splendid reading of Unity.—H. S.
"WEEKLY UNITY" A WEEKLY UPLIFT

This is the testimony of thousands who are taking the
Weekly Unit}). It is a weekly uplift because it comes each
week just when it is needed and brings messages that carry
the reader's thought up to spiritual things, and reveals to him
that peace and happiness are conditions of mind and are not
dependent upon material conditions.
Each number of Weekly Unity brings you a report of
the lecture delivered in Unity Auditorium by Charles Fillmore on the preceding Sunday morning. These talks are
practical and very helpful.
The articles in the Weekh Unity are moderately short
and to the point It is a publication well suited to the busy
man or woman.
Weekly Unity will be sent to any address for one year
(fifty-two numbers) for $1. The $1 can be paid in advance or saved in a Prosperity Bank. If you wish to receive Weekly Unity for one year and a Prosperity Bank,
just drop us a line to that effect and we will immediately
enter your name on the mailing list and send you a ProsperDigitized by
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ity Bank in which to deposit the subscription price by saving
a dime each week for ten weeks. We will also send your
name to the Silent Unity room for one month's general prosperity treatment
Remember, if you want Weekly Unity one year, a
Prosperity Bank and one month's Prosperity Treatment,
drop us a card today stating that you do, and we will do
the rest
Address Unity Tract Society, 9 1 3 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
What People Think of Weekly Unity
Dallon, Ca.—I derive a great deal of pleasure and benefit from
Wetto Unity.—R. D. T.
Portland, Ohio.—I am getting much inspiration and spiritual uplift from Weelrly Unity. Wishing you continued prosperity, I am.—
Miu B. J. W.
Fottlcr, Cat.—I enjoy reading the Wcdrly Unity very much. I
feel that I have prospered. I received $20 that I was not expecting,
and the tenth week 1 found a large pearl in an oyster.—Mrs- S. F. J.
Belmont, Wis.—It is with gratitude that I send the inclosed $1.
my due subscription to Wed(ly Unity. It is a live little sheet, and is
much looked forward to. Especially it fills a want when it arrives
on Saturday. It is at once a whip and a solace.—Mr*. R. C. D.
Oakland, Cal.—Thank you for the sample copy of Weclrly Unity.
It is indeed a comforting little messenger, and I will be so glad to have
it come to me each week, so please enter my name on your mailing
list for one year and send me a Prosperity Bank.—Mr*. C. M. S.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Nearly a year ago I subscribed for Weekly
Unity, whereby I received a Prosperity Bank. It served me well, but
it worn out, as the twelve or fourteen dollars which I sent to the
Building Fund were monthly deposits in that bank. I feel safe and
secure in its drawing power to meet other expenditures. Thanks to
the silent workers, bless them every one.—Mrs. IV. K. W.
Elyria, Ohio.—Send me the Prosperity Bank, quick; I can't
afford to be without one. The other one I had was such a help,
making me feel that I was really in touch with the Unity workers
who are doing such wonderful things. Our affairs have been in better
condition ever since those prosperity treatments. I have been wishing
there was a way to keep in touch with you right along. Thank you
for the opportunity. With a heart full of love, I am.—C. 5. L.
Oakland, Cal.—I am inclosing one dollar for the Weekly Unity
which I value so highly, and I think your plan of the little bank just
fine. I am keeping it where it will ever remind me that those who
know God as their abundant supply can't possibly have any empty
thoughts. It is going to be my savings bank for UNITY literature which
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ever brings to me such hope and faith. I thank you for the good you
arc ever doing me. Your books have made me see things so differently,
and my hope now is to be set right in God's way and know the love.
—E. H. P.
"CHRISTIAN HEALING"
The book "Christian Healing" is helping many people to under'
stand Truth who have failed to grasp it through other courses of instruction. They are writing to us about it and we have made the following extracts from some of the letters:
Brooklyn, N. Y.—1 want to say that I have been studying
"Christian Healing," and I cannot begin to tell you the good I have
gotten from il. It gets down to the kernel of what constitutes Spiritual
living and demonstrating. I feel so different in many ways; my outlook has changed, my horizon has widened, my thoughts are purer and
gentler, and my whole ambition is to live what I have learned, to love
and to serve. I have always secretly longed to be a physician, but
something always interfered with my desire being fulfilled; now, I can
see my way to become a true healer, and that is now my aim. My
husband's foot, about which I telegraphed, is entirely well. He and
I are grateful, as a year ago we would have hurried to a surgeon and
had his foot encased in all sorts of bandages and braces for no telling
how long. Last week he had severe pleurisy pains. I at once set up
affirmations and denials to the best of my understanding, and in six
hours he was free from pain. 11 fills me with joy and thankfulness.—
B. H.
Cedar Falls, Iota.—I find such great help in Mr. Fillmore's book,
"Christian Healing." I study it a great deal and find the lessons are
very clear and practical.—D. B.
Coulee City, Wath.—I am reading "Christian Healing," by
Chas. Fillmore, and I find it most helpful. Some things I could not
quite understand, but by affirming guidance and understanding they became plain. I came to a standstill until I realized that I must praise
God for an understanding heart, or, in other words, a mind to understand his will. I know if there is no demonstration it is because I am
in error and not that the law fails. I am coming more and more into
the light of God—M. F. McD.
Sterling, Colo.—I am reading 'Twelve Lessons in Christian Healing," by Chas. Fillmore, and it surely makes all things seem new.—
H. E. N.
Delta, Colo.—We feel that we have certainly found the very key
to Truth and understanding in Unity and its teachings. The book,
"Christian Healing," by Chas. Fillmore, is understandable and full
of Truth. We are gaining spiritually every day.—W. W. D.
Toronto, Can.—I owe all my knowledge of the Principle of
Truth to Mr. Fillmore's book, "Christian Healing."—M. S.
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UNITY A HEALING AGENT

"UNITY has been a great help to me." T h e reading of
UNITY hat changed my whole life." "I was healed by reading UNITY."
These are a few of the many expressions of appreciation and
gratitude contained in the letter* received daily from our reader*.
They bear testimony of die fact that UNITY it a great healing
•gent. It heal* the mind and it heal* the body.
It is the undentanding of the Truth that heal*, and everybody
agree* that UNITY give* a very clear exposition of the Truth.
The handkerchief* that Paul bleated healed the lick, and as we
bleat every copy of UNITY that goes forth, we can readily understand
why it ha* *uch a growing reputation a* a healing agent.
UNITY i* not only filled with the Word of Truth, but it also
carries an added quality, a living energy that give* life to those who
receive it.
Do a* follow* and be convinced: Sit in a quiet place; close
your eyes and say tilently seven time*,
"The Chritt Thought of Almighty Power, not) here present and
active, fill me »i(h ill Ihing energy, id holy peace, iti absolute trail,
ant) / am right now perfectly uhole."
Then repeal it in a whisper seven limes. Go over this silently
and audibly twelve timet at each sitting. Then remain perfectly quiet
and restful for at least fifteen minute*, tilently thanking God for the
complete answer to your invocation or prayer.
We are assured that any subscriber who will practice tfas foregoing for thirty consecutive day* will be satisfied with the result. We
will cheerfully refund the subscription price to any one, who, having
subscribed and tried this, will write us that they have received no
help in mind or body.
"LIFE DEMONSTRATED"
"Life Demonstrated" is a new book by Edna L. Carter, published by Unity Tract Society, cloth 75c., paper 35c. Many testimonials are received from readers from which we (elect the following:
Chetancoo^, Maine.—Your Utile book, "Life Demonstrated,** is
perfectly lovely. It is the very word of God, and all those seeking
the higher life, who read it, will be greatly bleated. I have read it
to the boys in camp, and if you could see how these so-called ignorant
men appreciated it, it would do your heart good.—H. A. C.
Middlelovn. Conn.—I told you that when I had finished reading
the book, "Life Demomtrated," I would write you telling how it
helped me. I have not finished reading it yet, though I have read it
several timet. I am studying every word of it. I cannot tell you
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how much it helps me. And I know mat it is possible for me to carry
out in my life the beautiful Truth of this book. I begin to feel "alive
forevermore."—L. T.
Ionia. Mich.—The book, "Life Demonstrated," it a perfect delight to me. It was the very thing I needed to strengthen my belief,
and is the book I desire to place in the hands of others who have
made the great mistake of denying the body in the creative plans of
God. I am inclosing check for five dollars for additional copies,
which you will please send to my address.—L. B. V.
Portland, Ore.—I gave a copy of Edna L. Carter's wonderful
book to my French teacher. She is just ready for the Truth and was
delighted with it, and loaned it to a friend of hers, whose husband,
according to the M. D.'s, has tuberculosis. It was a torch in a dark
place for them. I have a strong feeling that it will light their way
to "Life Demonstrated." There is not a day passes but I lake up
this precious book before I sleep, and I almost invariably open it at
page thirty-one and see, "1 am the living expression of the Christ of
God," that wonderful statement of potent meaning. I sent a copy
of this book to my sister in Illinois, and gave another to an acquaintance in this apartment where we are. When others I know are ready
for it, I shall put it in their hands.—M. L. F.

"LESSONS IN TRUTH"
Paris, Franc*.
Dear UNITY: For several years I have been fallowing a line of
thought and trying to live according to suggestions which have come
from within. As I look back I see where help in the way of books and
friends have been sent as my development was able to comprehend.
Last year "Lessons in Truth" came to me, and has been the
greatest kind of assistance and comfort to my efforts during that time—
and to others through me. It was thefirstbook in which I found practical simplicity, stated in a manner that was absolutely tangible.
The forms of thought given were the first I had seen. The little
I had read before then told of the result that right thinking would
bring, and in a dim sort of way I tried to form what seemed peace,
joy, happy, health thoughts. However, by following Miss Cady's
clearly expressed denials and affirmations, etc., I have found untold
comfort, help, and in many cases practical demonstrations.
That progress has taken place was proven to me when six months
ago. Power and this month's UNITY were sent. Both have opened to
me the immense possibilities that have been, are being, and can be
accomplished, and also that in order to reach the Truth and be able
to give certain help to others, a systematic line of study is necessary.
Mr$. V. M. J.
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UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS

FOR UNITY

The following extracts from letters are taken at random from the
thousands of like letters received monthly:
San Francisco, Cal.—I received UNtTY and I find it the most
helpful publication I ever read.—Mn. M. M.
Olmitz, Kan.—I consider UNITY a positive help to my underatand• ing, and a beaming light to my progress in the higher life. I cannot
begin to tell you how much 1 appreciate the dear, precious messages
contained within them. Every one of them seems to have a message
particularly suited to my needs, and 1 read them over and over before
putting them away.—Mn. A. E. T.
Seattle, WaA.—Inclosed please find a free-will offering. I am
so well pleased with UNITY I talk it to my friends. My attitude
toward life since I began to study UNITY has changed my life into a
grand song instead of a mere existence. My friends note the change,
too. I am to happy; I have no worry, but just rely on God. My
faith in his works is sure.—Mn. N. C. F.
Norwich, Conn.—I consider UNITY at the head of the many magazines that come to me, and I realize the grand work that you are
doing toward redeeming this world from its present sinful condition.
May God bless you in your grand work, and make you a thousandfold more efficient.—C. C. H.
Jackson, Term.—Hereinfindmy subscription renewal for UNITY.
I have been taking this magazine for about fourteen years, and I will
want to continue. It has certainly been a lamp to my feet.—Mn.
I. L. H.
Seattle, iVaih.—I am inclosing the two dollars, and tloiAmg you
for this easy way of sending UNITY into two other homes. I am
realizing the nearness and better conditions, and shall express my appreciation in a more substantial was as soon as money is in my hands.
Yours is a loving and noble work, and may your reward be great and
satisfying.—L. A. E.
Cleveland, Ohio.—Inclosed please find postoffice money order, in
payment of UNITY for one year, together with books selected from
your list as per your Christmas Prosperity Bank offer. I wish to express my appreciation of the benefit received through Silent Unity.
Also the books; they are wonderful. 1 have read through tome of
them several times, and 1 find my interest steadily increasing, for which
I am very thankful. It is splendid to feel God's presence; to know
that he is our life, our intelligence, our health, our abundant supply.
We are having beautiful expressions of God's love in our daily family experience, and we rejoice in knowing that the kingdom of heaven
is at hand. We can express our gratitude in no other way than in
living the Truth at we know it.—/. D. B. C.
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